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Question:	What	is	SCHEMABINDING	in	SQL	Server	Views?	Answer:	SCHEMABINDING	keywords	prevent	the	tables	used	in	the	reviews	from	making	any	changes	that	might	affect	the	view	definition.	When	this	keyword	is	used	in	the	display,	it	binds	the	view	to	the	schema	of	the	tables	below.	If	you	want	to	change	the	definition	of	the	table	that	can
affect	the	display,	you	may	have	to	drop	the	view	first	and	then	change	the	definition	of	the	table.	Let’s	look	at	a	simple	example	of	the	same	behavior	to	understand	it	in	detail.	CREATE	TABLE	dbo.Table1	(ID	INT,	Col1	VARCHAR	(100)	Go	to	dinner.	First	View	with	SCHEMABINDING	AS	SELECT	ID	FROM	dbo.Table1	GONow	tries	to	drop	the	table
using	the	following	syntax	and	will	give	you	an	error.	DROP	TABLE	dbo.	Table1	GOHere	is	the	error:Msg	3729,	Level	16,	Status	1,	Line	10	cannot	DROP	TABLE	âEUR”	dbo.Table1âEUR”	because	it	is	referenced	by	the	âEUR”FirstViewâEUR”	object.	If	you	want	to	release	the	table,	you	will	first	need	to	change	the	view	and	remove	the	schema	binding
or	just	drop	the	view.	Here	is	the	script	where	the	unbinding	display	of	the	schema	is	created.	CREATE	OR	ALTER	VIEW	dbo.	First	View	AS	SELECT	ID	FROM	dbo.Table1	GONow	when	you	try	to	drop	the	table	will	work	fine.	DROP	TABLE	dbo.	Table1	GOCommands	completed	successfully.	Now	you	can	try	to	run	the	display	and	it	will	give	you	the
following	error:	SELECT	*	FROM	Dbo.	First	View	GOMsg	208,	Level	16,	Status	1,	Procedure	First	View,	Line	4	[Batch	Start	Line	21]	Invalid	object	name	’dbo.Table1'.	Msg	4413,	Level	16,	Status	1,	Line	24	Could	not	use	the	view	or	the	â€œdbo	function.	FirstViewâ	due	to	binding	errors.	I	hope	it	is	very	clear	from	this	example,	how	SCHEMABINDING
works	for	the	view	and	its	impact	on	the	objects	with	which	it	is	created.	Here	are	some	additional	Visits	related	blog	posts	that	I	had	written	before:	Reference:	Pinal	Dave	(	)	Question:	How	to	measure	transactions	by	seconds	in	SQL	Server?	Answer:	This	is	very	much	with	the	help	of	OS	Performance	Counter.	Here’s	the	script	I	wrote	earlier	to
measure	the	total	number	of	transactions	on	the	range.	SQL	SERVER	â	Finds	the	total	number	of	transactions	on	the	range.	I	recently	updated	this	script	for	my	Comprehensive	Database	Performance	Health	Check	consulting	service	and	thought	I’d	share	it	with	everyone.	Measuring	total	transactions	on	all	instances	If	you	have	multiple	instances	on
the	server,	you	can	run	the	following	script	to	get	an	idea	of	how	many	transactions	have	occurred	in	the	last	10	seconds	in	all	instances.	--	First	PASS	DECLARE	@First	INT	DECLARE	@Second	INT	SELECT	@First	=	cntr_value	sys.dm_os_performance_counters	WHERE	count_name	=	’Transactions/sec'	--	Below	is	the	delay	WAITFOR	DELAY
’00:00:10'	--	Second	PASS	@Second	=	cntr_value	DA	sys.dm_os_performance_counters	CONSIDERANDO	il	contra_name	=	'Transazioni/sec';	SELECT	(@Second	-	@First)	'TotalTransactions'	GOInstance	Specific	Transactions	If	you	have	more	instances	on	upserver
specs_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s__s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_s_	-	change	your	database	name	-	following	the	delay	updates	the	delay	'00:	00:	10	'-	second	step	select
@second	=	cntr_value	from	sys.dm_os_performance_countacers	where	Object_name	='	mssql	$	sql19:	database	and	-	change	your	server	name	counter_name	=	'transactions	/	sec'	and	istance_name	=	tempdb;	-	change	your	database	name	select	@(second	-	@first)	totaltransations	goi	hope	you	will	find	this	useful	script	to	identify	how	many
transactions	are	happening	at	any	time	on	your	database.	Please	note	that	I	provided	the	delay	in	the	time	of	10	seconds,	but	you	can	change	it	at	any	time	you	want	to	capture	transactions.	late,	the	value	of	the	counter	is	cumulative,	which	means	it	will	continue	to	increase.	whenever	there	are	new	transactions,	it	will	be	added	to	the	counter,	so	you
need	to	subtract	the	second	value	from	the	first	value	to	get	transactions	per	second.	oo	this	script	in	my	full	performance	database	consulting	service	check	very	frequently.	:	â	pinal	dave	(	)	click	on	whether	you	like	the	project.	shooting	requests	are	highly	appreciated.	Follow	me	@sudheerjonna	for	technical	updates.	go	to	the	coding	exercise	for
encoding	specific	questions	download	pdf	/	epub	formats	you	can	download	the	pdf	and	epub	version	of	this	repository	from	the	last	run	in	the	stock	tab.	Summary	there	are	many	ways	to	create	objectsJavaScript	as	under	the	object	manufacturer:	the	simplest	way	to	create	an	empty	object	uses	the	object	manufacturer.	Currently	this	approach
approach	Not	recommended.	Var	Object	=	new	object	();	Item	creation	method:	The	object	creation	method	creates	a	new	object	by	passing	the	prototype	object	as	a	parameter	VAR	object	=	Object.Create	(NULL);	Literal	Syntax	Object:	The	literal	syntax	of	the	object	is	equivalent	to	creating	the	method	when	passing	null	as	a	parameter	create	any
function	and	apply	the	new	operator	to	create	instances	of	objects,	Person	(name)	function	{this.name	=	name;	This.Age	=	21;	}	Var	Object	=	New	Person	("Sudheer");	Function	manufacturer	with	prototype:	this	is	similar	to	the	functions	manufacturer,	but	use	the	prototype	for	their	properties	and	methods,	the	Person	()	function	{}
person.prototype.Name	=	"Sudheer";	Var	Object	=	New	Person	();	This	is	equivalent	to	an	instance	created	with	a	method	of	object	creation	with	a	function	prototype	and	then	call	it	with	an	instance	and	parameters	as	arguments.	function	func	{};	new	func	(x,	y,	z);	(OR)	//	Create	a	new	instance	using	the	function	prototype.	VAR	NEWINSTANCE	=
OBJECT.CREATE	(FUNC.PROTOTYPE)	//	CALL	THE	RESULT	OF	VAR	FUNCTION	=	FUNC.CALL	(NEWINSTANCE,	X,	Y,	Z),	//	If	the	result	is	a	non-null	object	then	use	it	otherwise	it	is	enough	to	use	The	new	instance.	console.log	(Result	&&	Type	of	Result	===	Â	«ObjectÂ»?	Result:	NewInstance);	ES6	Class	syntax:	ES6	introduces	the	class	function
to	create	the	Person	{Manufacturer	(name)	{THIS.NAME	=	Name;	}	Var	Object	=	New	Person	("Sudheer");	Singleton	Pattern:	A	Singleton	is	an	object	that	can	only	be	instantaneous	once.	Repeated	calls	to	its	manufacturer	return	the	same	instance	and	in	this	way	you	can	ensure	that	they	do	not	accidentally	create	any	instances.	Var	Object	=	new
function	()	{this.Name	=	"Sudheer";	}	â¬	†	Back	to	Top	Prototype	Chaining	is	used	to	build	new	types	of	objects	based	on	existing	ones.	It	is	similar	to	the	heredit	at	a	class	language.	The	prototype	on	the	object	instance	is	available	through	Object.getprototypeof	(Object)	or	Proto	Protery	while	the	prototype	on	the	manufacturers	function	is	available
through	Object.Prototype.	The	difference	between	call,	apply	and	bind	can	be	explained	with	the	following	examples,	call:	the	call	method	()	invokes	a	function	with	a	given	this	value	and	topics	provided	one	for	an	employee	var1	=	{firstName:	'John',	LastName:	'	Rodson	'};	Var	dependent2	=	{FirstName:	'Jimmy',	LastName:	'Baily'};	Function	invites
(greeting1,	greetings2)	{consolelog	(greeting1	+	'came'.	//	hello	john	rodson,	how	are	you?	invite.call	(employee2,	'hello',	'how	are	you?');	//	Hi	Jimmy.	Baily,	like	Are	you?	:	'Baily'};	function	invites	(greeting1,	greetings2)	{console.log	(greeting1	+	'+'	[â	€	™	hello	',	â	€	™	how	are	you?']);	//	Hi	John	Rodson,	how	are	you?	INVITE.APPLY	(Employee2,	[â	€
™	Ciao	',	â	€	™	How	are	you?']);	//	Hi	Jimmy	Baily,	how	are	you?	BIND:	Returns	a	new	feature,	which	allows	you	to	spend	any	number	of	VAR	EMPLOYEE1	=	{FIRSTNAME	topics:	â	€	™	John	',	LastName:	â	€	™	Rodson'};	VAR	EMPLOYEE2	=	{FirstName:	â	€	™	Jimmy	',	LastName:	â	€	™	Baily'};	Function	invite	(greeting1,	greeting2)	{console.log
(greeting1	+	''	+	this.firstname	+	'+	This.LastName	+',	'+	greeting2);	}	var	inviteemployee1	=	invite.bind	(EMPLOYEE1);	var	inviteemployee2	=	invite.bind	(Employee2);	INVITEEMPLOYEE1	(â	€	™	hello	',	â	€	™	How	are	you?');	//	Hi	John	Rodson,	how	are	you?	INVITEEMPLOYEE2	(â	€	™	hello	',	â	€	™	How	are	you?');	//	Hi	Jimmy	Baily,	how	are	you?
Calling	and	applying	are	quite	interchangeable.	Both	immediately	perform	the	current	function.	You	must	decide	if	it	is	easier	to	send	an	array	or	a	list	of	topics	separated	by	commas.	You	can	remember	processing	call	is	comma	(separate	list)	and	applies	is	per	array.	While	Bind	creates	a	new	feature	that	will	pass	this	set	to	the	first	parameter	to
Bind	().	Ã	¢	â¬Ââ	€	™	beginning	JSON	is	a	text	format	based	on	text	that	follows	the	syntax	of	JavaScript	objects,	made	popular	by	Douglas	Crockford.	It	is	useful	when	you	want	to	transmit	data	through	a	network	and	is	basically	just	a	text	file	with	.JSON	extension,	and	a	MIME	type	of	application	/	JSON	Parsing:	conversion	of	a	string	into	a	native
tightening	object:	conversion	of	a	native	object	In	a	string	so	that	it	can	be	transmitted	through	the	network	Ã	¢	â¬ÄÿTORNA	at	the	beginning	the	slice	()	method	returns	the	selected	items	in	a	Arra	as	a	new	array	object.	Select	the	items	starting	with	the	initial	topic	given	and	end	with	the	optional	final	topic	given	without	including	the	last	element.
If	you	omit	the	second	argument	then	select	until	the	end.	Some	of	the	examples	of	this	method	are,	Let	Arrayintegers	=	[1,	2,	3,	4,	5];	Let	Arrayintegers1	=	Arrayintegers.slice	(0.2);	//	Return	[1,2]	Let	Arrayintegers2	=	Arrayintegers.slice	(2.3);	//	Return	[3]	Let	Arrayintegers3	=	Arrayintegers.slice	(4);	//	RETURNS	[5]	Note:	The	slice	method	does	not
change	the	original	array,	but	returns	the	subset	as	a	new	array.	Ã	¢	â¬Äÿ	Back	to	the	start	The	Splice	()	method	is	used	to	add	/	remove	items	from	/	for	an	array,	and	then	returns	the	removed	element.	The	first	parameter	specifies	the	position	of	the	array	for	the	insertion	or	deletion,	while	the	second	optional	parameter	indicates	the	number	of
elements	to	be	deleted.	Each	additional	topic	is	added	to	the	array.	Some	of	the	examples	of	this	method	are,	Let	Arrayintegersoriginal1	=	[1,	2,	3,	4,	5];	Let	Arrayintegersoriginal2	=	[1,	2,	3,	4,	5];	Let	Arrayintegersoriginal3	=	[1,	2,	3,	4,	5];	Let	Arrayintegers1	=	Arrayintegersoriginal1.splice	(0.2);	//	Return	[1,	2];	Array	Original	Arrayy:	[3,	4,	5]	Let
Arrayintegers2	=	(3);	//	returns	[4,	5];	original	array:	[1,	2,	3]	let	arrayIntegers3	=	arrayIntegersOriginal3.splice	(3,	1,	"a",	"b",	"c").	//returns	[4];	original	original	original	original[1,	2,	3,	"A",	"B",	"C",	5]	Note:	the	junction	method	changes	the	original	array	and	returns	the	deleted	array.	â¬	†	Back	to	top	Some	of	the	main	differences	in	a	tabular	form
to	slice	a	joint	does	not	change	the	original	(unchangeable)	array	to	change	the	original	(mutable)	array	returns	the	subset	of	the	original	array	back	the	deleted	items	as	an	array	used	to	select	the	Items	from	used	array	to	insert	or	delete	items	from	/	from	â	array?	†	Back	to	objects	The	points	are	similar	to	the	maps	as	both	allow	you	to	set	these
values	But	there	are	important	differences	that	make	it	preferable	with	a	map	in	some	cases.	The	keys	of	an	object	are	strings	and	symbols,	while	they	can	be	any	value	for	a	map,	including	functions,	objects	and	any	primitive.	The	keys	in	the	map	are	sorted	while	the	keys	added	to	the	object	are	not.	Therefore,	when	iterated	on	it,	a	map	object
returns	the	keys	in	order	to	insert.	You	can	easily	get	the	size	of	a	map	with	the	Size	property,	while	the	number	of	properties	in	an	object	must	be	determined	manually.	A	map	is	unique	and	can	therefore	be	directly	iterata,	while	iterations	on	an	object	requires	you	to	get	its	keys	somehow	and	iterating	on	them.	An	object	has	a	prototype,	so	there	are
default	keys	on	the	map	that	could	collide	with	the	keys	if	you	are	not	careful.	From	ES5	this	can	be	bypassed	using	the	map	=	object.	Creating	(null),	but	this	is	rarely	done.	A	map	can	work	better	in	scenarios	that	involve	frequent	additions	and	removal	of	key	pairs.	¬	†	Back	to	top	JavaScript	provides	both	strict	comparison	(=========)	and
converting	(===,!	=)	Equality	comparison.	Rigid	operators	take	into	account	the	type	of	variable,	while	non-short	operators	make	the	type	of	correction	/	conversion	based	on	variable	values.	The	rigid	operators	follow	the	following	conditions	for	different	types,	two	strings	are	strictly	equal	when	they	have	the	same	sequence	of	characters,	same
length	and	same	characters	in	the	corresponding	positions.	Two	numbers	are	strictly	equal	when	they	are	numerically	equal.	I.e,	having	the	same	value	as	the	number.	There	are	two	special	cases	in	this,	Nan	is	not	equal	to	anything,	including	Nan.	Positive	and	negative	zeros	are	equal	to	each	other.	Two	Boolean	operands	are	strictly	equal	if	both	are
true	or	both	are	false.	Two	objects	are	strictly	equal	if	they	refer	to	the	same	object.	The	null	and	indefinite	types	are	not	equal	with	===,	but	equal	with	==.	i.e.,	null	==	not	defined	->	false	but	null	==	indefinite	->Some	of	the	example	that	covers	the	cases	above,	0	==	false	//	true	0	===	false	//	false	1	==	"1"	//	True	1	===	"1"	//	fake	null	==
indefinished	//	TRUE	NULL	===	Indefinished	//	fake	'0'	==	false	//	True	'0'	===	false	//	fake	[]	==	[]	or	[]	===	[]	//	false,	consult	several	objects	in	memory	{}	==	{}	or	{}	===	{}	//	false,	refer	to	several	objects	in	memory	Ã	¢	â	€	â	€	Back	to	the	top	An	arrow	function	is	a	shortest	short	syntax	a	function	expression	and	does	not	have	its	own,
arguments,	super	or	new.target.	These	functions	are	best	suited	for	non-method	functions,	and	cannot	be	used	as	constructors.	Back	to	top	In	JavaScript,	functions	are	first-class	objects.	First	class	functions	mean	when	functions	in	that	language	are	treated	like	any	other	variable.	For	example,	in	such	a	language,	a	function	can	be	passed	as	an
argument	to	other	functions,	it	can	be	returned	from	another	function,	and	it	can	be	assigned	as	a	value	to	a	variable.	For	example,	in	the	following	example,	the	handler	functions	assigned	to	a	listener	const	handler	=	()	=>	console.log	(’this	is	a	click	handler	function	');	document.addeventListener	(’click',	handler);	Ã	̈Â¬	â		Back	to	top	The	first-order
function	is	a	function	that	does	not	accept	another	function	as	an	argument	and	does	not	return	a	function	as	a	return	value.	cost	firstorder	=	()	=>	console.log	(’I	am	a	first-order	function!');	Ã	̈Â¬	â		Back	to	the	top	The	top-order	function	is	a	function	that	accepts	another	function	as	an	argument	or	returns	a	function	as	a	return	value	or	both.	cost
firstorderfunc	=	()	=>	console.log	(’hello,	I’m	a	first-order	function');	Const	HealterOrder	=	returnfirstorderfunc	=>	returnfirstorderfunc	();	Supersorderfunc	(FirstorderFunc);	Back	to	top	Function	UNARSARY	(I.E.	MONADIC)	is	a	function	that	accepts	exactly	one	argument.	It	stands	for	a	single	topic	accepted	by	a	function.	Let’s	take	an	example	of	a
UNARDO	function,	CONST	UNARYFUNZIONE	=>	console.log	(A	+	10);	//	Add	10	to	the	specified	argument	and	display	the	value	Â¬	â	Back	to	the	beginning	of	currying	is	the	process	of	working	with	multiple	arguments	and	turning	it	into	a	sequence	of	functions	each	with	only	one	single	argument.	Currying	is	named	after	a	mathematical	Haskell
curry.	By	applying	currying,	an	N-AY	function	turns	it	into	a	non-ignificant	function.	Let’s	take	an	example	of	the	N-AY	function	and	how	it	turns	into	a	currying	function,	Const	Multiagfunction	=	(A,	B,	C)	=>	A	+	B	+	C;	console.log	(multfiagfunction	(1,2,3));	//	6	const	curryunaryfunction	=	a	=>	b	=>	c	=>	A	+	B	+	C;	curryunaryfunction	(1);	//	returns
a	function:	B	=>	c	=>	1	+	B	+	c	curryunaryfunction	(1)	(2);	//	returns	a	function:	c	=>>	3	+	c	curryunaryfunction	(1)	(2)	(3);	//	Return	functions	to	curry	number	6	are	ideas	to	improve	code	reusability	and	functional	composition.	Back	to	top	A	pure	function	is	a	function	in	which	the	return	value	is	determined	only	by	its	arguments	without	side
effects.	I.e,	if	you	call	a	function	with	the	same	arguments	n	’n'	number	of	times	and	number	of	places	in	the	application,	then	it	will	always	return	the	same	value.	Let’s	take	an	example	to	see	the	difference	between	pure	and	impure	functions,	//	impure,	let	the	number	of	the	number	=	Const	ImpureaddNumber	=	Number	=>	Numberarray.push
(number);	//	pure	const	pureaddnumber	=	number	=>	argnumberarray	=>	argnumberarray.concat	([number]);	//	displays	console.log	results	(impureaddnumber	(6));	//	returns	1	console.log	(character	number);	character);	returns	[6]	console.log	(pureAddNumber	(7)	(numberArray));	//	returns	[6,	7]	console.log	(numberArray);	//	returns	[6]	As	for	the
code	snippets	above,	the	Push	function	impure	alters	the	array	and	returns	a	push	number	index	independent	of	the	value	of	the	parameters.	Concat	instead	takes	the	array	and	concatenates	it	with	the	other	array	producing	a	whole	new	array	without	side	effects.	Also,	the	return	value	is	a	concatenation	of	the	previous	array.	Remember	that	Pure
functions	are	important	as	they	simplify	unit	testing	without	side	effects	and	without	the	need	for	addiction	injection.	They	also	avoid	a	tight	pairing	and	make	it	harder	to	break	your	application	without	having	any	side	effects.	These	principles	are	coming	together	with	the	Immutability	concept	of	ES6	giving	preference	to	const	over	leave	use.	â¬
Back	to	Page	The	Let	statement	declares	a	local	variable	of	block	rate.	Therefore,	variables	defined	with	let	keyword	are	limited	within	the	block,	statement	or	expression	on	which	it	is	used.	whereas	variables	declared	with	the	keyword	var	used	to	define	a	variable	globally,	or	locally	to	an	entire	function	regardless	of	the	block	field.	Let’s	take	an
example	to	demonstrate	usage,	let’s	make	cash	=	30;	if	(count	===	30)	{	leave	counter	=	31;	console.log	(count);	//	31	}	console.log	(contesta);	//	30	(because	the	variable	in	if	the	block	does	not	exist	here)	â¬	Back	to	Top	You	can	list	the	differences	in	a	var	tabular	format	leave	was	available	since	the	beginning	of	JavaScript	Introduced	as	part	of
ES6	Has	function	range	Has	a	block	field	Variables	will	be	hoisted	but	not	initialized	Let’s	take	an	example	to	see	the	difference,	function	userDetails	(username)	{	if	(username)	{	console.log	(salary);	//	undefined	due	to	hoisting	console.log	(age);	//	Reference:	It	is	not	possible	to	access	age	before	initialization	leave	age	=	30;	var	salary	=	10	000;	}
console.log	(salary);	//10	000	(accessible	within	range	of	required	function)	console.log	(age);	//error:	age	is	not	defined	(because	of	block	scope)	}	userDetails	(’John');	â¬	Back	to	Top	let	is	a	mathematical	statement	that	has	been	adopted	by	advanced	programming	languages	such	as	Scheme	and	Basic.	It	has	been	borrowed	from	dozens	of	other
languages	that	use	to	leave	already	as	a	traditional	keyword	as	close	to	the	var	as	possible.	â¬	Back	to	Page	If	you	try	to	re-declare	variables	in	a	switching	block	then	it	will	cause	errors	because	there	is	only	one	block.	For	example,	the	underlying	block	of	code	throws	a	syntax	error	as	follows,	leave	count	=	1;	switch	(x)	{	case	0:	leave	name;	break;
case	1:	leave	name;	//	SyntaxError	for	re-declaration.	break;	}	To	avoid	this	You	can	create	a	nested	block	within	a	case	clause	and	create	a	new	locking	field	lexical	environment.	Leave	counter	=	1;	Switch	(X)	{Case	0:	{Leave	name;	Break;	}	Case	1:	{Leave	the	name;	//	No	syntaxerror	for	redirection.	Break;	}	â¬	†	Back	to	top	The	Temporal	Dead
Zone	is	a	behavior	in	JavaScript	that	occurs	when	you	declare	a	variable	with	the	Let	and	Const	Const	but	not	with	var.	In	ECMAScript	6,	access	to	a	let	or	const	variable	before	its	statement	(in	its	context)	causes	a	ReferenceError.	The	time	interval	in	which	this	happens,	between	the	creation	of	a	link	of	a	variable	and	its	statement,	is	called	the
temporal	dead	zone.	Let's	see	this	behavior	with	an	example,	somemethod	function()	{	console.log(counter1);	//	undefined	console.log(counter2);	//	ReferenceError	var	counter1	=	1;	let	counter2	=	2;	}	.	Back	to	Top	IIFE	(Immediately	Invoked	Function	Expression)	is	a	JavaScript	function	that	works	as	soon	as	it	is	defined.	The	signature	of	it	would	be
as	follows,	(function	()	{	//	logic	here	}	)	();	The	main	reason	to	use	a	IIFE	is	to	obtain	data	privacy,	because	the	variables	declared	within	the	IIFE	cannot	be	accessible	from	the	outside	world.	I.e.	If	you	try	to	access	variables	with	IIFE,	you	launch	an	error	as	below,	(function	()	{	var	message	=	"IIFE";	console.log	(message);	)	();	console.log	(message);
//Error:	the	message	is	not	defined	'	Back	to	Top	There	are	a	lot	of	advantages	for	using	modules	for	a	sprawling.	Some	of	the	advantages	are,	Maintainability	Reusability	Namespacing	di	Back	to	Top	Memoization	is	a	programming	technique	that	attempts	to	increase	the	performance	of	a	caching	function	its	previously	calculated	results.	Whenever	a
memoized	function	is	called,	its	parameters	are	used	to	index	the	cache.	If	the	data	is	present,	then	it	can	be	returned	without	performing	the	entire	function.	Otherwise	the	function	is	performed	and	the	result	is	added	to	the	cache.	Let's	take	an	example	of	adding	the	function	with	memoization,	const	memoizAddition	=	()	=	{	let	cache	=	{};	return
(value)	=>	{if	(cache	value)	{	console.log('Fetching	from	cache');	return	cache[value];	//	Here,	cache.value	cannot	be	used	as	the	property	name	begins	with	the	number	that	is	not	a	valid	JavaScript	identifier.	('Calculating	result');	leave	the	result	=	value	+	20;	cache[value]	=	result;	return	result;	}	}	}	//	function	returned	by	memoizAddition	const
add	=	memoizAddition();	console.log	(addition(20));	//output:	40	calculated	consolelog(Remember	that	JavaScript	only	provides	statements,	not	initialization.	We	take	a	simple	example	of	variable	lifting,	console.log	(message);	//output:	an	undefined	var	message	=	"The	variable	has	been	set";	The	above	code	appears	as	below	the	interpreter,	var
message;	console.log(message);	message	=	'The	variable	has	been	set	up';	Torna	Back	to	Top	In	ES6,	the	Javascript	classes	are	mainly	syntactic	sugar	compared	to	the	existing	prototype	inheritance	of	JavaScript.	For	example,	the	legacy	based	on	the	prototype	written	in	function	expression	as	below,	function	Bike(model,	color)	{this.	model	=
model;=	color;	}	Bike.prototype.getDetails	=	function()	{	return	this.	model	+	'bike	has'	+	this.color	+	'color';	};	While	the	ES6	classes	can	be	defined	as	an	alternative	class	builder	Bike{	(color,	pattern)	{this.color=	color;	this.model=	pattern;	}	getDetails()	{	return	this.	model	+	'bike	has'	+	this.color	+	'color';	}	'	Back	to	Top	A	closure	is	the
combination	of	a	function	and	the	lexical	environment	within	which	this	function	was	declared.	I.e.	It	is	an	internal	function	that	has	access	to	the	variables	of	the	external	function	or	closing.	The	closure	has	three	ranges	of	scope	Application	range	where	the	variables	defined	among	its	curly	brackets	The	variables	of	the	external	function	Global
variables	We	take	an	example	of	closing	concept,	Welcome	function(name){	var	helloInfo	=	function(message){	console.log(message+'+'+name);	}	return	greeting	Info;	}	var	myFunction	=	Welcome('John');	myFunction('Welcome');	//Output:	Welcome	John	myFunction('Hello	Mr');	//output:	Hello,	Mr.	John.	As	with	the	previous	code,	the	internal
function	(i.e.,	healthyInfo)	has	access	to	variables	within	the	external	function	(i.e.,	Welcome)	even	after	the	external	function	is	back.	.	Back	to	top	modules	refer	to	small	independent	code	units,	reusable	and	also	act	as	the	foundation	of	many	JavaScript	design	models.	Most	JavaScript	modules	export	a	literal	object,	a	function,	or	a	constructor	to
Back	to	Top	Below	are	the	benefit	list	using	modules	in	ecosystem	javascript	Maintainability	Reusability	Namespacing	.	Back	to	Top	Scope	is	the	accessibility	of	variables,	functions	and	objects	in	a	particular	part	of	your	code	during	runtime.	In	other	words,	the	field	of	application	determines	the	visibility	of	variables	and	other	resources	in	the	areas
of	your	code.	.	Back	to	Top	A	Service	worker	is	basically	a	script	(	JavaScript	file)	that	runs	in	the	background,	separated	from	a	web	page	and	provides	features	that	do	not	need	a	web	page	or	user	interaction.	Some	of	the	main	features	of	service	workers	are	Rich	offline	experiences	(development	of	web	applications),	periodic	background	syncs,
push	notifications,	intercept	and	manage	network	requests	and	management	programmatically	a	response	cache.	.	Returning	to	Top	Service	cannot	access	the	DOM	directly.	But	it	can	communicate	with	the	pages	it	controls	by	responding	to	messages	sent	through	the	postMessage	interface,	and	those	pages	can	manipulate	the	DOM.	'	The	problem
with	the	service	worker	is	that	it	is	terminated	when	not	in	use,	and	restarted	when	it	is	the	next	necessary,	so	as	not	to	be	able	to	count	on	global	status	within	an	outgoing	workers	service	and	onmessage	handlers.	In	this	case,	the	workers	of	the	service	will	haveto	the	IndexedDB	API	to	persist	and	reuse	reboots.	.	Back	to	Top	Indexed	DB	is	a	low-
level	API	for	client-side	storage	of	large	amounts	of	structured	data,	including	files/blobs.	This	API	uses	indices	to	allow	high	performance	research	of	this	data.	'	Back	to	Top	Web	storage	is	an	API	that	provides	aFrom	which	browsers	can	store	key	/	value	pairs	locally	within	the	user's	browser,	in	a	much	more	intuitive	way	than	using	cookies.	Web
storage	provides	two	mechanisms	for	storing	data	on	the	client.	Local	storage:	stores	data	for	the	current	origin	without	expiration	date.	Session	storage:	stores	data	for	a	session	and	data	are	lost	when	the	browser	card	is	closed.	â¬	†	Return	to	the	Top	Post	message	is	a	method	that	allows	communication	between	Window	objects.	(ie,	between	a
page	and	a	pop-up	that	generated,	or	between	one	page	and	an	iprame	incorporated	within	it	).	Generally,	scripts	on	different	pages	are	authorized	to	access	them	if	and	only	if	the	pages	follow	the	start	policy	of	the	same	(ie,	the	pages	share	the	same	protocol,	the	port	number	and	host).	â¬	†	Back	to	top	A	cookie	is	a	piece	of	data	that	is	stored	on
your	computer	to	be	accessible	from	your	browser.	Cookies	are	saved	as	key	pairs	/	value.	For	example,	you	can	create	a	cookie	called	user	name	as	below,	document.	cookie	=	"username	=	john";	â¬	†	Backup	cookies	are	used	to	remember	information	about	the	user	profile	(such	as	user	name).	It	practically	involves	two	steps,	when	a	user	visits	a
web	page,	the	user	profile	can	be	stored	in	a	cookie.	The	next	time	the	user	visits	the	page,	the	cookie	remembers	the	user's	profile.	â¬	†	Back	to	top	There	are	few	options	available	below	for	a	cookie,	by	default,	the	cookie	is	deleted	when	the	browser	is	closed,	but	you	can	change	this	behavior	by	setting	the	expiration	date	(in	UTC	Time).
document.cookie	=	"username	=	john;	expires	=	sat,	8	jun	2019	12:00:00	utc";	By	default,	the	cookie	belongs	to	a	current	page.	But	it	is	possible	to	tell	the	browser	which	path	the	cookie	belongs	to	the	use	of	a	path	parameter.	document.	cookie	=	"username	=	john;	path	=	/	services";	â¬	†	Back	to	top	You	can	delete	a	cookie	by	setting	the	expiration
date	as	a	past	date.	It	is	not	necessary	to	specify	a	value	of	cookies	in	this	case.	For	example,	you	can	delete	a	user	name	cookie	on	the	current	page	as	follows.	document.cookie	=	"username	=;	expires	=	fri,	07	jun	2019	00:	00:	00:	00	utc;	path	=	/;";	Note:	It	is	necessary	to	define	the	Cookie	Path	option	to	ensure	that	you	can	delete	the	right	cookie.
Some	browsers	do	not	allow	you	to	eliminate	a	cookie	unless	you	specify	a	path	parameter.	?	Here	are	some	of	the	differences	between	cookies,	local	storage	and	session	storage,	local	storage	of	functionality	cookies	Local	storage	Session	access	on	the	client-side	or	server	side	both	server	side	and	client	side	only	side	lifetime	as	configured	using	the
Expires	option	up	to	When	the	card	is	not	closed	SSL	support	not	supported	not	Maximum	data	size	4KB	5	MB	5MB	s	Back	to	Top	LocalStorage	is	the	same	as	the	data	session	persist	but	the	storage	data	is	erased	when	the	page	session	ends.	â¬	Back	to	top	The	Window	object	implements	the	WindowLocalStorage	and	WindowSessionStorage	objects
it	has	and	SessionStorage	(window.sessionStorage)	properties	respectively.	These	properties	create	an	instance	of	the	Storage	object,	through	which	they	can	be	set,	retrieved,	and	removed	for	a	specific	type	of	domain	and	storage	(session	or	local).	For	example,	you	can	read	and	write	to	local	storage	objects	as	under	localStorage.setItem	(’logo,
document.getElementById	(’logo').value;	localStorage.getItem	(’logo;)	â¬	Back	to	Top	Session	archiving	provided	methods	for	reading,	writing,	and	deleting	files.	session	data	//	Save	data	to	sessionStorage	sessionStorage.setItem	(’key,	value;)	//	Get	data	saved	from	session	Storage	leave	data	=	sessionStorage.getItem	(’key;)	//	Remove	data	saved
from	sessionStorage	sessionStorage.removeItem	(’key;)	//	Remove	all	saved	data	by	sessionStorage	sessionStorage.clear;	()	â¬	Back	to	Top	StorageEvent	is	an	event	that	fires	when	a	storage	area	has	been	modified	in	the	context	of	another	document.	Whereas	the	storage	property	is	an	EventHandler	for	processing	storage	events.	The	syntax	would
be	as	under	window.onstorage	=	Ref	function.	Let’s	take	the	example	of	using	the	Restore	event	handler	which	registers	the	storage	key	and	is	values	window.onstorage	=	function	(s)	{	console.log	(’The	'	+	e.key	+	'	key	has	been	changed	from	'	+	e.oldValue	+	'	to	'	+	e.newValue	+	'.');	};	â¬	Back	to	top	Web	storage	is	more	secure,	and	large	amounts
of	data	can	be	stored	locally,	without	affecting	website	performance.	In	addition,	the	information	is	never	transferred	to	the	server.	So	this	is	a	more	recommended	approach	than	Cookies.	â¬	Back	to	page	You	need	to	check	your	browser	support	for	localStorage	and	sessionStorage	before	using	web	storage,	if	typeof	(Storage)!==	undefined)	{	//
Code	for	localStorage/sessionStorage.	Sorry!	No	support	for	web	storage.	Back	a	Top	you	need	to	check	the	browser	support	for	web	workers	before	using	it	if	kind	of	(Worker)!==	undefined)	{	//	code	for	web	worker	support.	}	more	{	//	Sorry!	No	Web	Worker	support.	Back	to	Top	You	need	to	follow	the	following	steps	to	start	using	Web	Workers	for
Sample	Count	Create	a	Web	Worker	File:	You	need	to	write	a	script	to	increase	the	count	value.	Let’s	say	it	as	a	counter.	js	let	i	=	0;	timedCount	()	function	{	i	=	i	+	1;	postMessage	(i;)	setTimeout	(“timedCount	()	“,500;	}	timedCount;	()	Here	the	postMessage	()	method	is	used	to	send	a	message	to	the	HTML	page	Create	a	Web	Worker	Object:	You
can	create	a	web	worker	object	by	checking	browser	support.	We	name	this	file	as	web_worker_example.js	if	type	of	(w)	==	undefined)	{	w	=	new	Worker	(“counter.js;)	}	and	we	can	receive	messages	from	web	worker	w.onmessage	=	document.getElementById("message").	innerHTML	=	event.data;	};	End	to	Web	Worker:	Web	workers	will	continue
to	listen	to	messages	(even	after	the	end	of	the	external	script)	until	it	is	finished.	You	can	use	the	termination	method()	to	finish	listening	to	messages.	Reuse	the	Web	Worker:	If	the	worker	variable	is	setUndefined	you	can	reuse	the	code	â	Back	to	top	Webworkers	do	not	have	access	to	the	JavaScript	objects	below	since	they	are	defined	in	an
external	file	Object	Object	Object	Parent	Object	Â	Back	to	top	A	promise	is	an	object	that	can	produce	a	single	value	some	time	in	the	future	with	a	solved	value	or	a	reason	that	has	not	been	fixed	(e.g.	network	error).	It	will	be	in	one	of	3	possible	states:	satisfied,	rejected	or	pending.	The	syntax	of	creating	promises	seems	below,	Const	Promise	=
New	Promise	(function	(Resolution,	Rejection)	{//	Promise	Description})	Using	a	promise	would	be	as	follows,	promise	cost	=	new	promise	(resolution	=>	{sevens	()	=>	{solve	(“I’m	a	promise!”);},	5000);},	refuse	=>	{});	Promise.then	(value	=>	console.log	(value));	The	action	flow	of	a	promise	will	be	as	follows,	â€	Back	to	top	Promises	are	used	to
handle	asynchronous	transactions.	They	provide	an	alternative	approach	to	callbacks	by	reducing	the	hell	callback	and	writing	clean	code.	Back	to	Top	Promises	have	three	states:	Pending:	This	is	an	initial	state	of	the	promise	before	a	fulfilled	transaction	begins:	this	state	indicates	that	the	specified	transaction	has	been	completed.	Refusal:	This
status	indicates	that	the	transaction	has	not	been	completed.	In	this	case	an	error	value	will	be	generated.	Â¬	â	Back	to	Top	A	callback	function	is	a	function	passed	into	another	argument	function.	This	function	is	called	inside	the	external	function	to	complete	an	action.	Let’s	take	a	simple	example	of	how	to	use	the	callback	function	callbackFunction
(name)	{console.log	(’hello'	+	name);	}	Function	Outerfunction	(callback)	{Leave	name	=	Prompt	(’Enter	your	name.');	callback	(name);	}	Outerfunction	(callbackFunction);	Â¬	â	Back	to	top	Callbacks	are	required	because	JavaScript	is	an	event-driven	language.	Instead,	this	means	waiting	for	JavaScript	to	continue	running	while	listening	to	other
events.	Let’s	take	an	example	with	the	first	function	calling	an	API	call	(simulated	by	Settimeout)	and	the	next	function	recording	the	message.	FirstFunction	()	function	{//	simulating	a	Settimeout	code	delay	(function	()	{console.log	(’first	function	called	“);},	1000);	}	Secondfunction	Function	()	{console.log	(’second	function	called');	}	FirstFunction
();	Secondfunction	();	Output	//	Second	function	called	//	First	function	called	seen	from	the	output,	JavaScript	did	not	wait	for	the	first	function	to	respond	and	the	remaining	code	block	was	executed.	So	callbacks	are	used	in	a	way	to	make	sure	that	a	certain	code	is	not	executed	until	the	other	code	finishes	execution.	Back	to	top	Callback	Hell	is	an
anti-pattern	with	more	nested	calls	than	The	code	difficult	to	read	and	debug	when	it	comes	to	asynchronous	logic.	Callback	hell	seems	below,	async1	(function	()	{async2	(function	()	{async3	(function	()	{async4	(function	()	{....});});});});	Ã,¬	â	€	Back	to	top	Events	sent	by	the	server	(SSE)	is	a	PUSH	server	server	technology	A	browser	to	receive
automatic	updates	from	a	server	via	HTTP	connection	without	resorting	to	polling.	These	are	a	one-way	communication	channel	-	events	flows	only	from	the	server	to	the	client.	This	has	been	used	in	Facebook	/	Twitter	updates,	in	stock	price	updates,	in	news	feeds,	etc.	The	Eventsource	object	is	used	to	receive	event	notifications	sent	by	the	server.
For	example,	you	can	receive	messages	from	the	server	as	below,	IF	(TypeoF	(EventSource)!	==	"undefined")	{VAR	SOURCE	=	NEW	EVENTSOURCE	("SSE_GENERATOR.JS");	source.onmessage	=	Function	(Event)	{document.getelementbyid	("output").	Innerhtml	+	=	Event.data	+	"
";	};	};	Ã	¢	â¬	Back	to	top	You	can	perform	browser	support	for	events	sent	by	the	server	before	using	it	as	follows,	if	(TypeOF	(Eventsource)!	==	"undefined")	{//	server-sent	events	supported.	Let's	try	to	have	some	code	here!	}	Else	{//	NO	Server-Sent	Events	support}	Used	when	you	receive	a	message	onerror	happens	when	an	error	occurs	Ã	¢
â¬Äÿ	back	to	the	start	a	promise	must	follow	a	specific	set	of	rules,	a	promise	is	an	object	that	provides	a	method	.then	()	compliant	with	Standard	A	pendant	promise	can	go	to	the	fulfilled	state	or	rejected	a	promise	fulfilled	or	rejected	is	regulated	and	must	not	switch	to	another	state.	Once	a	promise	has	been	established,	the	value	must	not	change.
Ã	¢	â¬Äÿ	Back	to	the	start	You	can	insert	a	callback	to	the	other	callback	to	perform	the	actions	in	sequence	one	for	one.	This	is	known	as	callbacks	in	callbacks.	LoadScript	('/cript1.js',	Function	(script)	{console.log	(â	€	™	first	script	is	loaded');	LoadScript	('/cript2.js',	Function	(script)	{console.log	(â	€	™	second	script	is	loaded	');	LoadScript	('
/cript3.js	',	function	(script)	{console.log	(â	€	™	third	script	is	loaded');	//	after	all	scripts	are	loaded});});}}	;	,	new	promise	(function	(resolve,	reject)	{SETTIMEOUT	(()	=>	Resolve	(1),	1000);}).	Then	(function	(function	(result)	{console.log	(result);	//	1	result	*	2;}	)	.poi	(function	(result)	{console.log	(result);	//	2	return)	Result	*	3;}).	Then	(function
(function	(result)	{console.log	(result);	//	6	Returns	Result	*	4;	});	In	the	above	managers,	the	result	is	passed	to	the	.then	()	manager	chain	with	the	underlying	workflow,	the	initial	promise	resolves	in	1	second,	after	the	.then	manager	is	called	by	registering	the	result	(1)	And	a	promise	with	the	result	value	*	2.	After	that	the	value	passed	to	the	next
.then	handler	recording	the	result	(2)	and	returning	a	promise	with	the	result	*3.	Finally	the	value	passed	to	the	last	.then	handler	recording	the	result	(6)	and	returns	a	promise	with	the	result	*	4.	Ã¢Â¬	Back	to	Top	Promise.all	is	a	promise	that	takes	an	array	of	As	an	input	(an	iterable),	and	is	resolved	when	all	the	promises	are	resolved	or	each	of
them	is	rejected.	For	example,	the	promise	syntax.	All	the	method	is	below,	promise.all	([promise1,	promise2,	promise3])	.then	(result)	=>	{console.log	(result)})	.catch	(error	=>	Console.log	(`prompty	error	$	{error}`))	Note:	remember	that	the	order	of	the	promises	(outputs	the	result)	is	maintained	as	per	the	order	of	input.	Ã,¬â	€	â	€	Back	to	the
top	PROMEDISE.RACE	()	METHOD	Return	the	promised	instance	that	is	first	resolved	or	rejected.	Let's	take	an	example	of	a	breed	method	()	in	which	Promise2	is	solved	first	VAR	promise1	=	new	promise	(function	(resolution,	refusal)	{SETTIMEOUT	(resolution,	500,	"one");});	VAR	Promese2	=	new	promise	(function	(resolution,	refusation)
{sextimeout	(resolution,	100,	'two');});	Promise.race	([promise1,	promise2]).	Then	(function	(value)	{console.log	(value);	//	"two"	//	both	promises	will	be	resolved,	but	promised2	is	faster});	Ã,¬â	€	â	€	Back	to	the	top	Strict	mode	is	a	new	feature	of	ECMascript	5	that	allows	you	to	make	a	program	or	function,	in	an	operating	context	Ã	¢	â,¬	Å
"STRICT".	In	this	way	it	prevents	it	from	Some	actions	are	taken	and	launches	more	exceptions.	The	literal	expression	"uses	rigorous";	instructs	the	browser	to	use	the	JavaScript	code	in	the	rigorous	mode.	Ã,¬â	€	â	€	Back	to	the	top	Rigorous	mode	is	useful	for	writing	JavaScript	"	Secure	"Notifying"	Bad	Syntax	"in	real	errors.	For	example,	eliminates
the	accidentally	creating	a	global	variable	by	launching	an	error	and	also	obtains	an	error	for	assignment	to	a	non-writable	property,	a	property	getter-only,	a	non-existent	property	,	a	non-existing	variable	or	a	non-existing	variable	or	a	variable	that	is	not	existing	or	non-existing	object.	â	€	â	€	Back	to	the	top	Rigorous	mode	is	declared	added	by
"rigorous	USA";	at	the	beginning	of	a	script	or	one	Function.	s	And	declared	at	the	beginning	of	a	script,	it	has	a	global	field.	"Use	rigorous";	x	=	3.14;	//	This	will	cause	a	mistake	because	X	is	not	declared	and	if	it	declares	themselves	within	a	function,	it	has	the	local	purpose	X	=	3.14;	//	This	will	not	cause	a	mistake.	MyFunction	();	MyFunction	()
function	{"Use	rigorous";	y	=	3.14;	//	This	will	cause	a	mistake}	â	€	â	€	back	at	the	beginning	the	double	exclamation	or	denial	(!!)	ensures	that	the	resulting	type	is	a	boolean.	If	it	were	Falsey	(for	example	0,	null,	undefined,	etc.),	it	will	be	false,	otherwise	true.	For	example,	you	can	test	the	ie	version	using	this	expression	as	below,	let	Isie8	=	false;
ISIE8	=	!!	navigator.useragent.match	(/	msie	8.0	/);	console.log	(ISI8);	//	Return	true	or	false	if	this	expression	is	not	used,	then	returns	the	original	value.	console.log	(navigator.useragent.match	(/	msie	8.0	/));	//	Return	an	array	or	a	null	note:	the	expression	!!	It's	not	an	operator,	but	it's	just	twice	operator.	Ã,¬â	€	â	€	The	Delete	keyword	is	used	to
delete	the	property	and	its	value.	VAR	User	=	{Name:	"John",	Age:	20};	Delete	user.age;	console.log	(user);	//	{Name:	"John"}	Â¬	†	Back	to	top	You	can	use	the	JavaScript	Sysyof	operator	to	find	the	type	of	a	JavaScript	variable.	Returns	the	type	of	a	variable	ortypeof	“John	Abraham”	//	Returns	“string”	typeof	(1	+	2)	//	Returns	“number”	Ã¢Â¬	Back
to	Top	The	undefined	property	indicates	that	a	variable	has	not	been	assigned	a	value,	or	has	not	been	declared	at	all.	The	undefined	value	type	is	also	undefined.	var	user;	//	Value	is	undefined,	type	is	undefined	console.log	(typeof	(user))	//undefined	Any	variable	can	be	emptied	by	setting	the	value	to	undefined.	Ã¢Â¬	Back	to	Top	The	null	value
represents	the	intentional	absence	of	any	object	value.	This	is	one	of	the	primitive	values	of	JavaScript.	The	type	of	null	value	is	subject.	You	can	empty	the	variable	by	setting	the	value	to	null.	var	user	=	null;	console.log	(typeof	(user))	//object	Ã¢Â¬Ä	Back	to	top	The	following	are	the	main	differences	between	null	and	undefined,	Null	Undefined	This
is	an	assignment	value	indicating	that	the	variable	points	to	no	object.	It	is	not	an	assignment	value	if	a	variable	has	been	declared	but	a	value	has	not	yet	been	assigned.	Type	of	null	is	object	Type	of	undefined	is	undefined	The	value	null	is	a	primitive	value	representing	the	null,	empty,	or	nonexistent	reference.	The	undefined	value	is	a	primitive
value	used	when	a	variable	has	not	been	assigned	a	value.	Indicates	the	absence	of	a	value	for	a	variable	Indicates	the	absence	of	the	variable	Converted	to	zero	(0)	while	executing	primitive	operations	Converted	to	NaN	when	executing	primitive	operations	Back	to	top	The	eval	()	function	evaluates	the	JavaScript	code	represented	as	a	string.	The
string	can	be	a	JavaScript	expression,	a	variable,	an	instruction,	or	a	sequence	of	instructions.	console.log	(eval	(â1	+	2'));	//	3	€	Back	to	top	Below	are	the	main	differences	between	window	and	document,	Document	Window	is	the	root-level	element	on	any	web	page	and	is	the	direct	child	of	the	window	object.	This	is	also	known	as	Document	Object
Model	(DOM)	By	default,	the	window	object	is	implicitly	available	on	the	page	you	can	access	it	via	window.document	or	document.	It	has	methods	like	alert	(),	confirm	(),	and	properties	like	document,	location	Provides	methods	like	getElementById,	getElementsByTagName,	createElement	etc.	Top	The	window.history	object	contains	the	browser
history.	Previous	and	subsequent	URLs	can	be	loaded	into	the	history	using	the	back	()	and	next	()	methods.	function	goBack	()	{	window.history.back	()	}	function	goForward	()	{	window.history.forward	()	}	Note:	You	can	access	the	history	even	without	the	window	prefix.	â¦	Back	to	top	The	getModifierState	()	mouseEvent	()	comes	used	to	return	a
boolean	value	indicating	whether	the	boolean	value	the	modifier	key	is	enabled	or	not.	Modifiers	such	as	CapsLock,	ScrollLock	and	NumLock	are	enabled	when	clicked,	and	disabled	when	clicked	again.	Let’s	take	an	element.	input	per	rilevare	il	comportamento	CapsLock	on/off	con	un	esempio,	function	enterInput(e)	{	var	flag	=
e.getModifierState("CapsLock");	if(flag)	{	document.getElementById("feedback").innerHTML	=	=	Activated	";}	else	{document.getelementbyid	("	feedback	").	Innerhtml	="	capslock	not	activated	";}}	Ã,¬	â	€	€	Back	to	the	top	The	Isnan	()	function	is	used	to	determine	if	a	Value	is	illegal	number	(non-a-number)	or	no.	ie,	this	function	returns	true	if
the	value	is	equivalent	to	NAN.	Otherwise	it	returns	false.	ISNAN	('HELLO')	//	TRUE	ISNAN	('100')	//	FALSE	Â	€	â	€	Back	to	top	The	following	are	the	main	differences	between	the	non-declared	and	undefined	variables,	not	defined	in	these	variables	do	not	exist	in	a	program	and	are	not	declared	these	variables	declared	in	the	program	but	have	not
assigned	any	value	if	you	are	Try	to	read	the	value	of	a	non-declared	variable	value,	a	runtime	error	is	encountered	if	you	try	to	read	the	value	of	an	indefinite	variable,	an	indefinite	value	is	returned.	â	€	â	€	Back	to	top	Global	variables	are	those	available	For	the	entire	length	of	the	code	without	any	por	Tata.	The	VAR	keyword	is	used	to	declare	a
local	variable	but	if	you	omit	it,	you	will	become	global	v	ariable	msg	=	"hello"	//	var	is	missing,	it	becomes	global	variable	Ã	¢	â	€	â	€	the	beginning	the	problem	with	the	Global	variables	is	the	conflict	of	variable	names	of	local	and	global	sphere.	It	is	also	difficult	to	debug	and	test	the	code	that	is	based	on	global	variables.	Ã,¬â	€	â	€	Back	to	the	top
The	property	NAN	is	a	global	property	that	represents	the	"not-a-number"	value.	I.E	indicates	that	a	value	is	not	a	legal	number.	It	is	very	rare	to	use	nan	in	a	program	but	can	be	used	as	a	return	value	for	a	few	cases	math.sqrt	(-1)	parseint	("hello")	â	€	â	€	â	€	â	€	the	isfinite	function	is	used	to	determine	If	a	number	is	a	finite,	legal	number.	Return
false	if	the	value	is	+	infinite,	-Infinite	or	NAN	(Non-A	number),	otherwise	returns	true.	isfinitis	(infinite);	//	fake	isfinite	(nan);	//	fake	isfinite	(-infinity);	//	fake	isfinitis	(100);	//	True	â	€	â	€	Back	to	the	top	The	flow	of	events	is	the	order	in	which	the	event	on	the	web	page	is	received.	When	you	click	on	an	element	that	is	nestled	in	various	other
elements,	before	Your	click	has	actually	reaching	its	destination	or	the	destination	element,	it	must	first	activate	the	Click	event	for	each	of	its	parents,	starting	from	the	beginning	with	the	object	of	the	global	window.	There	are	two	ways	of	flow	of	events	at	the	top	of	the	top	(event	capture)	at	the	bottom	of	the	top	(bubbling	event)	Ã	¢	â	€	â	€	return
to	the	beginning	Event	Gorgling	is	a	type	of	propagation	of	events	in	which	the	event	yes	First	triggers	on	the	more	intimate	target	element,	and	then	subsequently	triggers	on	the	ancestors	(parents)	of	the	target	element	in	the	same	nesting	hierarchy	until	it	reaches	the	Outer	Sun	element.	Â	€	â	€	return	to	the	top	capture	of	the	event	is	a	type	of
propagation	of	events	in	which	the	event	is	first	captured	by	the	earlier	element,	and	then	it	triggers	on	the	descendants	(children)	of	the	target	element	in	the	same	nesting	hierarchy	until	it	reaches	the	DOM	INNERMOST	element.	Â¬	†	Back	to	top	You	can	send	a	form	using	Document.Forms	[0]	.Submit	().	All	information	on	the	module	entry	is	sent
using	the	Onsubmit	Event	Handler	Function	Function{document.forms	[0]	.Submit	();	}	Ã	̈Â¬	â		Back	to	top	The	Window	Object.Navigator	contains	information	about	the	operating	system	details	of	the	visitor’s	browser.	Some	of	the	operating	system’s	properties	are	available	under	the	platform’s	property,	console.log	(browser.platform);	Back	to	top
The	DomcontentLoaded	event	was	triggered	when	the	initial	HTML	document	was	fully	loaded	and	parsed,	without	waiting	for	assets	(style	sheets,	images	and	background)	to	finish	the	upload.	Considering	that	the	loading	event	is	triggered	when	the	entire	page	has	been	loaded,	including	all	dependent	resources	(style	sheets,	images).	Â¬	â	Back	to
Top	Native	objects	are	objects	that	are	part	of	the	JavaScript	language	defined	by	the	ECMASCCT	specification.	For	example,	string,	math,	regexp,	object,	function	etc.	Basic	objects	defined	in	the	ECmascript	specification.	Host	objects	are	objects	provided	by	the	browser	or	runtime	environment	(node).	For	example,	window,	XMLHTTPRequest,	DOM
Nodes,	etc.	They	are	considered	as	host	objects.	User	objects	are	objects	defined	in	the	JavaScript	code.	For	example,	user	objects	created	for	profile	information.	â	Back	to	the	top	You	can	use	below	tools	or	techniques	for	debugging	JavaScript	Chrome	Devtools	Debugger	Good	old	console.log	Statement	â	Back	to	the	top	below	There	are	the	pros	and
cons	list	of	promises	on	callback,	Pro:	Avoid	the	callback	Hell	that	is	easy	unreadable	to	write	sequential	asynchronous	code	with	.then	()	Parallel	asynchronous	code	easy	to	write	with	Promise.All	()	solves	some	of	the	common	problems	of	callbacks	(call	the	callback	too	late,	too	early,	many	times	and	swallow	errors	/	Exceptions)	Cons:	Makes	small
code	complex	you	need	to	load	a	polyFill	if	ES6	is	not	supported	Â¬	â	â	Back	to	top	Attributes	are	defined	on	the	HTML	markup	while	properties	are	defined	on	the	DOM.	For	example,	the	following	HTML	element	has	2	types	of	attributes	and	value,	you	can	retrieve	the	value	of	the	attribute	as	below,	Const	Input	=	Document.QuerySelector	('Input');
console.log	(input.getattribute('value'));	//	good	morning	console.log	(input.value);	//	good	morning	and	after	changing	the	value	of	the	text	field	to	"good	evening",	it	becomes	like	console.log	(input.getattribute('value'));	//	good	morning	console.log	(input.value);	//	good	evening	â	Back	to	top	Origin	policy	is	a	policy	that	prevents	JavaScript	from
making	requests	across	domain	boundaries.	An	origin	is	defined	as	a	combination	of	URI	schema,	host	name	and	port	number.	If	you	enable	this	policy,	it	prevents	a	malicious	script	on	one	page	from	gaining	access	to	sensitive	data	on	another	web	page	using	the	document	object	template	Ã	¢	â	€	â	€	Back	to	the	top	Void	(0)	is	used	to	prevent	the
refreshing	page.	This	will	be	useful	to	eliminate	the	unwanted	collateral	effect,	because	it	returns	the	undefined	primitive	value.	It	is	commonly	used	for	HTML	documents	using	HREF	=	"JavaScript:	void	(0);"	Within	a	element.	I.E,	when	clicking	on	a	link,	the	browser	loads	a	new	page	or	update	the	same	page.	But	this	will	be	prevented	using	this
expression.	For	example,	the	following	link	notify	the	message	without	reloading	the	page	Click	Me!	â¬	Back	to	Top	JavaScript	is	a	construed	language,	not	a	compiled	language.	An	interpreter	in	the	browser	reads	the	JavaScript	code,	interprets	each	line	and	executes	it.	Today	modern	browsers	use	a	technology	known	as	Just-In-Time	compilation
(JIT),	which	compiles	JavaScript	in	executable	bytecode	just	when	it	is	about	to	run.	Key	words	of	language,	variables,	function	names	and	objects,	and	any	other	identifier	must	always	be	typed	with	a	coherent	capital	of	letters.	â¬ğ	Back	to	the	beginning	No,	they	are	two	completely	different	programming	languages	and	have	nothing	to	do	with	each
other.	But	both	are	object-oriented	programming	languages	and	like	many	other	languages,	they	follow	a	similar	syntax	for	basic	functions	(if,	else,	for,	switch,	break,	continue	etc).	When	JavaScript	is	used	in	HTML	pages,	JavaScript	can	react	to	these	events.	Some	examples	of	HTML	events	are:	the	web	page	has	finished	loading	The	input	field	has
been	changed	The	button	has	been	clicked	We	describe	the	behavior	of	the	click	event	for	the	button	element,	function	greeting()	{	alert('Hello!	Good	morning');	>)	Zero	Filling	the	right	shift	(>>>>	>	>	¬	†	Back	to	top	The	diffusion	operator	allows	you	to	expand	the	side	(arrays/objects/strings)	into	individual	arguments/elements.	Let's	take	an
example	to	see	this	behavior,	calculator	function	(x,	y,	z)	{return	x	+	y	+	z;	}	const	numbers	=	[1,	[1,3];	console.log	(calculateSum	(...numbers));	//	6	€	Back	to	top	The	Object.isFrozen	()	method	is	used	to	determine	whether	an	object	is	frozen	or	not.An	object	is	frozen	if	all	the	conditions	below	are	valid,	if	it	is	not	extendable.	If	all	its	properties	are
not	configurable.	If	all	data	properties	are	non-writable.	The	use	will	be	as	follows:	const	object	=	{	property:	âWelcome	JS	world'	};	Object.freeze	(object);	console.log	(Object.isFrozen	(object));	Back	to	top	The	Object.is	()	method	determines	whether	two	values	are	the	same	value.	For	example,	the	use	with	different	types	of	values	might	be,
Object.is	(âhello',	âhello');	//	true	Object.is	(window,	window);	//	true	Object.is	([],	[])	//	false	Two	values	are	equal	if	one	of	the	following	has:	both	undefined	both	null	both	true	or	both	false	both	strings	of	the	same	length	with	the	same	characters	in	the	same	order	both	the	same	object	(means	both	objects	have	the	same	reference)	both	numbers	and
both	+0	both	-0	both	NaN	both	non-zero	and	both	non-both	NaN	and	both	have	the	same	value.	Back	to	top	Some	of	the	applications	of	Objectâs	is	method	are	following,	Itâs	used	to	compare	two	strings.	It	is	used	for	comparing	two	numbers.	It	is	used	to	compare	the	polarity	of	two	numbers.	It	is	used	for	comparing	two	objects.	Back	to	Top	You	can
use	the	Object.assign	()	method,	which	is	used	to	copy	values	and	properties	from	one	or	more	source	objects	to	a	target	object.	Returns	the	target	object	that	has	properties	and	values	copied	from	the	target	object.	The	syntax	would	be	as	follows:	Object.assign	(target,	...sources)	Let’s	take	the	example	with	a	source	and	a	target	object,	const	target
=	{	a:	1,	b:	2	};	const	source	=	{	b:	3,	c:	4	};	const	returnTarget	=	Object.assign	(target,	source);	console.log	(target);	//	{	a:	1,	b:	3,	c:	4	}	console.log	(returnedTarget);	//	{	a:	1,	b:	3,	c:	4	}	As	noted	in	the	previous	code,	this	is	a	common	property	(b)	from	source	to	destination,	so	its	value	has	been	overwritten.	Back	to	top	Below	are	some	of	the	main
applications	of	the	Object.assign	()	method,	which	is	used	for	cloning	an	object.	It	is	used	to	merge	objects	with	the	same	properties.	Back	to	top	The	Proxy	object	is	used	to	define	custom	behavior	for	key	operations	such	as	property	search,	assignment,	enumeration,	function	invocation,	etc.	The	syntax	would	be	as	follows,	var	p	=	new	Proxy	(target,
handler);	Let’s	take	an	example	proxy	object,	var	handler	=	{	get:	function	(obj,	prop)	{	return	prop	in	obj	?	obj[prop]:	100;	}	};	var	p	=	new	Proxy	({},	handler);	p.a	=	10;	p.b	=	null;	console.	log	(p.a,	p.b);	//	10,	null	console.log	(âc'	in	p,	p.c);	//	false,	100	In	Previous,	Use	Get	Handler	that	defines	the	proxy	behavior	when	a	operation	is	performed	on	it
Ã	¢	â¬Äÿ	back	to	the	beginning	the	Object.Seal	()	method	is	used	to	seal	an	object,	preventing	that	they	are	added	New	properties	and	marking	all	those	existing	properties	as	not	configurable.	But	the	values	of	this	present	It	can	still	be	changed	until	they	are	written.	Let's	see	the	following	example	to	understand	more	on	seal	()	Method	Const	Object
=	{Property:	'Welcome	JS	World'};	Object.Seal	(Object);	Object.Property	=	'Welcome	to	Object	World';	console.log	(Object.issealed	(Object));	//	True	Delete	Object.	property	;	//	it	is	not	possible	to	delete	when	seals	console.log	(object.property);	//	Welcome	to	objects	in	the	world	to	top	Return	below	are	the	main	applications	of	the	Object.Seal	()
method,	it	is	used	to	seal	objects	and	arrays.	It	is	used	to	make	an	immutable	object.	â	†	returns	to	the	top	if	an	object	is	frozen	using	the	object.freeze	()	method	its	properties	become	immutable	and	changes	cannot	be	made	while	if	an	object	is	sealed	using	the	object.seal	()	changes	can	be	made	to	the	Existing	object	properties.	The
Object.ISSEALED	()	method	is	used	to	determine	if	an	object	is	sealed	or	not.	An	object	is	sealed	if	all	the	conditions	below	come	true	if	it	is	not	extensible.	If	all	its	properties	are	not	configurable.	If	it	is	not	removable	(but	not	necessarily	non-writable).	Let's	see	it	in	the	Object	Const	Action	=	{Property:	'Hello,	good	morning'};	Object.Seal	(Object);	//
using	the	SEAL	()	method	to	seal	the	console	of	the	object.log	(object.issealed	(Object));	//	Check	if	the	object	is	sealed	or	less	to	back	to	top	the	object.entries	()	method	is	used	to	return	a	series	of	an	enum	value	of	the	object	we	see	the	functionality	of	the	object.	In	one	example,	Const	Object	=	{A:	'Good	Morning',	B:	100};	For	(Let	[Key,	Value]	of
Object.Engries	(Object)))	{console.log	($	{key}:	$	{value}	`);	//	A:	'Good	Morning'	//	B:	100}	Note:	The	order	is	not	guaranteed	as	a	defined	object.	The	behavior	of	the	Object.Values	()	method	is	similar	to	the	Object.Entries	()	method,	but	returns	a	series	of	values	instead	[KEY,	VALUE]	pairs.	CONST	OBJECT	=	{A:	'Good	morning',	B:	100};	For	(value
of	objects.	Valori	(object))	{console.log	($	{value}	`);	//	'Hello'	100}	â¬	†	Back	to	you	can	use	the	Object.Keys	()	method	that	is	used	to	return	a	series	of	property	names	of	a	given	object,	in	the	same	order	we	get	with	a	normal	loop.	For	example,	you	can	get	the	keys	of	a	user	object,	Const	User	=	{Name:	'John',	Genre:	'Male',	Etã:	40};	console.log
(Object.keys	(user));	//	['Name',	'Gender',	'Age']	â¬	†	Back	to	Top	The	Object.Create	()	Method	is	used	to	create	a	new	object	with	the	object	and	properties	of	the	specified	prototype.	I.E.	Use	an	existing	object	as	a	prototype	of	the	newly	created	object.	Returns	a	new	object	with	the	object	and	properties	of	the	specified	prototype.	CONST	USER	=
{Name:	'John',	Printinfo:	function	()	{console.log	(`my	name	is	$	{this.name};}};	Const	admin	=	Object.create	(user);	admin.name	=	"Nick";	//	Remember	that	"name"	is	one	set	on	"admin"	but	not	on	"user"	object	admin.printInfo();	//Name	is	Nick	â¬	Back	to	Top	WeakSet	is	used	to	store	a	collection	of	weakly	held	items	(weak	references).	The	syntax
would	be	as	follows,	Let’s	see	the	following	example	to	explain	its	behavior,	var	ws	=	new	WeakSet	();	var	user	=	{};	ws.add	(user);	ws.has	(user);	//	true	ws.delete	(user);	//	removes	the	user	from	the	ws.has	set	(user);	//	false,	user	has	been	removed	â¬	Back	to	Top	The	main	difference	is	that	the	object	references	in	Set	are	strong	while	the	object
references	in	WeakSet	are	weak.	I.e.	An	object	in	WeakSet	can	be	garbage	collected	if	there	is	no	other	reference	to	it.	Other	differences	are,	Sets	can	store	any	value	While	WeakSets	can	store	only	collections	of	objects	WeakSet	does	not	have	size	properties	unlike	Set	WeakSet	does	not	have	methods	such	as	clear,	keys,	values,	entries,	perEach.
WeakSet	is	not	iterable.	â¬	Back	to	Top	Below	are	the	methods	available	on	WeakSet,	add	(value):	A	new	object	is	added	with	the	specified	value	at	the	weak	delete	value	(value):	Delete	the	value	of	the	WeakSet	collection.	has	(value):	Returns	true	if	the	value	is	present	in	the	WeakSet	Collection	otherwise	it	comes	back	false.	Let’s	see	the
functionality	of	all	the	above	methods	in	an	example,	var	weakSetObject	=	new	WeakSet	();	var	first	Object	=	{};	var	secondObject	=	{};	//	add	(value)	weakSetObject.add	(firstObject);	weakSetObject.add	(secondObject);	console.log	(weakSetObject.has	(firstObject));	//true	weakSetObject.delete	(secondObject);	â¬	Back	to	Top	The	WeakMap	object	is
a	collection	of	key/value	pairs	where	keys	are	of	little	importance.	In	this	case,	the	keys	must	be	objects	and	the	values	can	be	arbitrary	values.	The	syntax	is	similar	as	below,	Let’s	see	the	following	example	to	explain	its	behavior,	var	ws	=	new	WeakMap	();	var	user	=	{};	ws.set	(user);	ws.has	(user);	//	true	ws.delete	(user);	//	removes	the	user	from
the	ws.has	map	(user);	//	fake,	user	has	been	removed	â¬	Back	to	Top	The	main	difference	is	that	key	object	references	in	the	map	are	strong	while	key	object	references	in	WeakMap	are	weak.	i.e,	A	key	object	in	WeakMap	can	be	garbage	collected	if	there	is	no	other	reference	to	it.	Other	differences	are,	Maps	can	store	any	type	of	key	While
WeakMaps	can	store	only	collections	of	key	objects	WeakMap	does	not	have	size	properties	unlike	Map	WeakMap	does	not	have	methods	like	clear,	keys,	values,	entries,	perEach.	WeakMap	is	not	iterable.	â¬	Back	to	Top	Below	are	the	methods	available	on	WeakMap,	set	(key,	value):	Set	the	value	of	the	key	in	the	WeakMap	object.	Returns	the
WeakMap	object.	delete	(key):	Removes	any	value	associated	with	the	key.	ha	(keys):	Returns	a	Boolean	stating	whether	a	value	has	been	associated	with	the	key	in	the	WeakMap	object	or	not.	returns	the	value	associated	with	the	key,	or	undefined	if	not	present.	Let’s	see	the	functionality	of	all	the	above	methods	in	an	example,	var	weakMapObject
=	new	WeakMap	();	var	first	Object	=	{};	var	secondObject	=	{};	//	set	(key,	value)	value)	'John');	weak	softofject.set	(SecondBject,	100);	console.log	(weak	softobject.has	(FirstObject));	//	True	console.log	(weak	motofject.get	(FirstObject);	//	John	Weapmapobject.Delete	(SecondBject);	Ã,¬	â	€	Back	to	top	UNeval	()	is	a	built-in	function	that	is	used	to
create	a	string	representation	of	the	source	code	of	an	object.	It	is	a	high-level	function	and	is	not	associated	with	any	objects.	Let's	see	the	following	example	to	learn	more	about	its	functionality,	VAR	A	=	1;	Uneval	(a);	//	Returns	a	string	containing	1	Uneval	(function	function	()	{});	//	Returns	"(function	function	()	{})"	Ã,¬â	€	â	€	Back	to	the	top	The
Encodeuri	()	function	is	used	to	encode	complete	URIs	that	has	special	characters	except	(,	/?:	@	&	=	+	$	#	)	Characters.	VAR	URI	=	'	±Ã	Â	Â	â	€	Ã	±	10)	str	=	"experienced	development";}	More	if	(skillexp>	5	&&	skill	performed	balance)	throw	new	error("Oops!	You	have	not	enough	balance");	(e)	{consul.log(e.name	+	':	'	+	e.message);	}	.	Back	to
Top	The	EvalError	object	indicates	a	global	eval()	error.	Although	this	exception	is	no	longer	launched	by	JavaScript,	the	EvalError	object	remains	for	compatibility.	The	syntax	of	this	expression	would	be	as	follows,	the	new	EvalError([message[,	fileName[,	lineNumber]]])	It	is	possible	to	launch	EvalError	with	in	test...	call	block	as	below,	try	{	launch
new	EvalError('	equivalent	function	error',	'someFile.js',	100);	}	catch	(e)	{	console.log(e.message,	e.name,	e.fileName);	//	"equivalent	function	error",	"EvalError",	"someFile.js"	When	applying	'use	severe';	syntax,	some	of	the	following	cases	will	throw	a	SyntaxError	before	performing	the	script	When	using	Octal	Syntax	Use	with	Declaration	When
using	delete	the	operator	on	a	variable	name	Using	eval	or	arguments	as	the	name	of	the	variable	topic	or	function	When	using	newly	reserved	keywords	When	you	declare	a	function	in	a	block	if	(someCondition)	{	f()	{}	}	}	Then,	the	above	cases	errors	are	useful	to	avoid	errors	in	development/production	environments.	.	Back	to	Top	No.	All	objects
have	prototypes	except	the	basic	object	created	by	the	user,	or	an	object	that	is	created	using	the	new	keyword.	di	Back	to	the	upper	parameter	is	the	variable	name	of	a	function	definition	while	a	topic	represents	the	value	given	to	a	function	when	invoked.	We	explain	this	with	a	simple	function	functionparameter2,	parameter3)	{console.log
(arguments	[0])	//	"argument1"	console.log	(arguments	[1])	//	"argument2"	console.log	(arguments	[2])	//	"argument3"}	myfunction	(	"Argument1",	"Arment2"	The	method	of	some	()	is	used	to	check	if	at	least	one	element	in	the	array	exceeds	the	test	implemented	by	the	supplied	supplied	The	method	returns	a	Boolean	value.	Let's	take	an	example	to
test	for	any	odd	element,	Var	Array	=	[1,	2,	3,	4,	5,	6,	7,	8,	9,	10];	Var	Odd	=	element	==>	Item%	2!	==	0;	console.log	(array.some	(ODD));	//	True	(the	odd	element	exists)	â¬	†	Back	to	top	The	Concat	()	method	is	used	to	merge	two	or	more	arrays	by	returning	a	new	array	containing	all	the	elements.	The	syntax	would	be	as	follows,	Array1.Concat
(Array2,	Array3,	...,	Arrayx)	Take	an	example	of	concatenation	of	matrix	with	vegetables	and	fruits,	Var	Veggies	=	["Tomato",	"Carrot",	"Cabbage"];	Var	Frutti	=	["Apple",	"Orange",	"Pears"];	Var	VeggiesandFruits	=	Veggies.concat	(fruits);	console.log	(VeggiesandFrumatoits);	There	are	two	ways	to	copy	an	object,	surface	copy:	the	surface	copy	is	a
bitwise	copy	of	an	object.	A	new	object	is	created	that	has	an	exact	copy	of	the	values	in	the	original	object.	If	any	of	the	field	fields	are	referring	to	other	objects,	only	reference	addresses	are	copied,	ie,	only	the	memory	address	is	copied.	Example	VAR	EMPDETAILS	=	{Name:	"JOHN",	ETÃ:	25,	Expertise:	"Software	Developer"}	To	create	a	double
VAR	EMPDetails	Shallowcopy	=	DETAIL	EMPTY	DETAILS	//	Share	the	copy!	If	we	change	a	property	value	in	the	duplicate	like	this:	EmpDetailShallowCopy.Name	=	"Johnson"	The	above	declaration	will	also	change	the	name	of	the	details	of	the	void,	since	we	have	a	shallow	copy.	It	means	that	we	are	also	losing	the	original	data.	Deep	copy:	a	deep
copy	copy	all	the	fields,	and	makes	copies	of	dynamically	assigned	memory	to	which	the	fields.	A	deep	copy	occurs	when	an	object	is	copied	together	with	the	objects	to	which	it	refers.	Example	VAR	EMPDETAILS	=	{Name:	"JOHN",	ETÃ:	25,	Expertise:	"Software	Developer"}	Create	a	deep	copy	using	the	properties	from	the	original	object	in	new
VAR	EmpDetailsDeepcopy	=	{Name:	EmpDetails.Name,	Ethra:	Empdetails.age	,	Competence:	EmpDetails.	Experience}	Now,	if	you	change	empdetailsdeepcopy.name,	influenzerÃ	only	empdetailsdeepcopy	&	not	empdetails	â¬	†	back	to	top	The	repeat	method	()	is	used	to	build	and	return	a	new	string	that	contains	the	specified	number	of	copies	of
the	string	on	which	it	is	State	called,	concatenated	together.	Remember	that	this	method	has	been	added	to	the	2015	ECMascript	specifications.	Let's	take	an	example	of	a	hello	string	to	repeat	it	4	times,	'Ciao'.Repeat	(4);	//	'ciaociaocao'	The	MatchAll	()	method	can	be	used	to	return	an	iterator	of	all	the	results	that	match	a	string	against	a	regular
expression.	For	example,	the	following	example	returns	a	series	of	corresponding	strings	results	against	a	regular	expression,	leave	RegExp	=	/	Hello	(D?)	/	G;	Leave	the	greetings	=	'hello1hello2hello3';	Leave	salTarist	=	[...	greeting.matchall	(REGEXP)];	console.log	(greetinglist	[0]);	//	hello1	//	hello2	console.log	(greetinglist	[2]);	//	hello3	â	†	Back	to
the	top	The	trim	method	of	the	string	prototype	is	used	to	cut	on	both	sides	of	a	string.	But	if	if	Do	you	want	to	cut	especially	at	the	beginning	or	end	of	the	string,	so	you	can	use	TrimStart	/	TrimLeft	and	TrimEnd	/	TryRight	Methods.	We	see	an	example	of	these	methods	on	a	greeting,	Var	Greeting	=	'Hello,	GoodMorning!	';	console.log	(greeting);	//
"Hello,	GoodMorning!"	Console.log	(Greeting.trimStart	());	//	"hello,	goodmorning!"	Console.log	(saluto.trimleft	());	//	"Hello,	GoodMorning!"	Console.log	(Greeting.trimend	());	//	"	Hi	Goodmorning!"	console.log	(saluto.trimero	());	//	"	Hi	Goodmorning!"	Â¬	â	Back	to	take	the	console	statement	with	the	universal	operator	as	follows,	with	the	output	from
the	console	above	returns	Nan.	©	Since	the	element	is	intended	by	the	operator	UNARTO	and	the	JavaScript	interpreter	will	try	to	convert	the	element	in	a	number	type.	©	Since	the	conversion	fails,	the	value	of	the	statement	is	in	the	NAN	value.	It	â¬	â	Back	to	Mixin	is	a	programming	object-oriented	generic	term	-	is	a	method	that	contains	the	class
that	can	be	used	by	other	classes	with	no	need	to	inherit	from	it.	In	JavaScript	we	can	only	inherit	from	a	single	object.	ie.	There	can	only	be	one	[[prototype]]	for	an	object.	But	we	sometimes	request	to	extend	more	than	one,	to	overcome	this	we	can	use	Mixin	which	helps	to	copy	methods	for	the	prototype	of	another	class.	Say	for	example,	we	have
two	user	classes,	and	clean	room.	Suppose	we	add	functionality	cleanroom	user,	so	that	the	user	can	clean	the	room	on	request.	That's	where	the	concept	called	mixins	comes	into	picture.	Mixin	=	{//	Let	CleanroomMixin	cleanroom	()	{atlert	(	`hello	this.name	$	{},	your	room	is	clean	ora`);	},	Symbye	()	{alert	(	'hello	this.name	$	{}');	}}	;;;	//	use:
class	user	{manufacturer	(name)	{this.name	=	name;	}}	//	Copy	the	Object.Assign	methods	(user.prototipo,	cleanroommixin);	//	Now	you	can	clean	the	back	of	the	room	user	(	"Dude").	White	room	();	//	Hello	friend,	your	room	is	clean	now!	Â¬	â	Back	to	A	Thunk	is	just	a	function	that	delays	the	value	assessment.	Takes	no	arguments	it	gives	the	value
each	time	you	invoke	the	Thunk.	I.E,	it	is	used	not	to	run	now	but	it	will	be	sometime	in	the	future.	Take	an	example	synchronous,	Const	Add	=	(X,	Y)	=>	X	+	Y;	Const	Thunk	=	()	=>	Add	(2,3);	thunk	()	//	5	â¬	Back	to	Top	Asynchronous	thunk	are	useful	for	making	network	requests.	We	see	an	example	of	network	requests,	the	fetchData	function	(fn)
{fetch	(	'	)	.then	(answer	=>	response.json	())	.then	(JSON	=	>	fn	(json))}	const	asyncThunk	=	function	()	{return	fetchData	(getData	function	(data)	{console.log	(data)})}	asyncThunk	()	The	getData	function	will	not	be	called	immediately,	but	will	be	invoked	only	when	the	data	are	available	from	API	Endpoint.	The	setTimeout	function	is	also	used	to
make	our	code	The	best	example	in	real	time	is	the	redux	state	management	library	that	uses	asynchronous	thunks	to	delay	the	actions	for	shipping.	¬	Back	Code	Top	Snippet:	circle	const	=	{Raggio:	20,	diameter	()	{This.	RADIUS	*	2;	},	perimeter:	()	=>	2	*	math.pi	*	this.	RADIUS;	console.log	(circle.Diameter	());	console.log	(circle.perimeter	());
Exit:	the	exit	is	40	and	nan.	Remember	that	the	diameter	is	a	regular	function,	while	the	value	of	the	perimeter	is	an	arrow	function.	The	key	word	of	a	regular	function	(I.e,	diameter)	refers	to	the	surrounding	area	which	is	a	class	(I.e,	object	form).	Considering	that	this	key	word	perimetric	function	refers	to	the	surrounding	scope	which	is	a	window
object.	Since	there	is	no	RADIUS	property	on	the	window	objects,	it	returns	an	indefinite	value	and	the	multiple	of	the	numerical	value	returns	the	NAN	value.	¬	†	Back	to	top	The	simplest	approach	uses	regular	expressions	to	detect	and	replace	new	lines	in	the	string.	In	this	case,	we	use	the	Replace	function	together	with	the	string	to	replace,	which
in	our	case	is	an	empty	string.	Remove_linebreaks	function	(Var	Message)	{return	message.replace	(/	[\r]	+/gm,	");	}	In	the	above	expression,	G	and	M	are	for	global	and	multiline	flags.	¬	†	Back	to	top	A	redesign	occurs	when	changes	are	made	that	affect	the	visibility	of	an	element,	but	not	its	layout.	Examples	of	this	include	contour,	visibility	or
background	color.	A	reflow	includes	changes	that	affect	the	layout	of	a	part	of	the	page	(or	the	entire	page).	Resize	the	browser	window,	changing	the	font,	the	content	that	changes	(such	as	user	type	text),	using	JavaScript	methods	involving	calculated	styles,	adding	or	removing	elements	from	the	DOM	and	changing	the	classes	of	an	element	are
some	of	the	things	that	can	trigger	the	reflow.	The	reflux	of	an	element	causes	the	subsequent	reflux	of	all	elements	of	child	and	ancestors	and	all	the	elements	that	follow	it	in	the	DOM.	¬	†	Back	to	the	beginning	denying	an	array	with!	the	character	will	force	the	array	into	a	boolean.	Since	the	arrays	are	considered	the	truth,	then	neannica	will
return	it	false.	consul.log	(!	[]);	//	fake	â¬	†	Back	to	top	If	you	add	two	arrays	together,	convert	both	to	strings	and	concatenate	them.	For	example,	the	result	of	adding	arrays	would	be	as	below,	console.log	(["A"]	+	['B']);	//	"ab"	console.log	([]	+	[]);	//	""	console.log	(!	[]	+	[]);	//	"false",	because!	[]	Returns	false.	â¬	†	Back	to	top	If	the	additive	operator
(+)	preliminans	on	falsy	values	(null,	indefinite,	nan,	false	","),	the	false	value	converts	into	a	zero	numerical	value.	We	show	them	on	the	browser	console	as	below,	console.log	(+	null);	//	0	console.log	(+	indefinite);	//	nan	console.log	(+	false);	//	0	console.log	(+	nan);	//	nan	console.log	(+	"));	//	0	â¬	†	Back	to	top	The	auto-stringa	can	be	formed	with
the	combination	of	[]	()!	+	Characters.	You	must	remember	the	following	conventions	to	achieve	this	model.Time	that	arrays	are	truthful	values,	denying	arrays	produce	false	:!	[]	===	false	according	to	javascript	coercion	rules,	adding	arrays	together	are	teased	them:	[]	+	[]	===	""	Compare	a	matrix	with	+	the	operator	will	convert	an	array	to	false,
denial	it	Make	it	true	and	eventually	the	conversion	of	the	result	will	produce	value	value	+	(!	(+	[]))	===	1	by	applying	the	above	rules,	we	can	derive	under	conditions!	(a)	Â¬	†	back	to	the	beginning	you	can	apply	the	filter	method	on	the	array	by	passing	boolean	as	a	parameter.	This	removes	all	false	values	(0,	indefinite,	null,	false	and	"")	from	the
array.	const	myarray	=	[false,	null,	1.5,	indefinite]	myarray.	Filter	(boolean;)	//	[1,	5]	//	is	equal	to	myarray.filter	(x	=>	x;)	Â¬	†	back	to	the	beginning	you	can	get	unique	values	of	an	array	with	the	combination	of	set	and	rest	/	spread	(...)	syntax.	console.log	([...	new	set	[(1,	2,	4,	4,	3;)]	//	[1,	2,	4,	3]	¬	†	returns	to	the	beginning	sometimes	you	want	to
have	a	destroyed	variable	with	a	different	name	than	the	name	of	the	property.	In	this	case,	you	will	use:	newname	to	specify	a	name	for	the	variable.	this	process	is	called	alias	of	distructure.	cost	obj	=	{x:	1;}	//	grabs	obj.x	as	{othername}	const	{x:	othername}	=	obj;	Â¬	†	back	to	the	beginning	you	can	map	the	array	values	without	using	the	map



method	simply	using	the	array	method.	let's	map	city	names	from	array	countries,	const	countries	=	[{name:	india,	capital:	delhi,}	{name:	o,	capital:	washington,}	{name:	russia,	capital:	'moscow'},	{name':	singapore	',	capital':	♪	china	',	capital':	beijing	'},	{name':	france	',	capital':	paris	'},];	cost	citynames	=	array.da	(country,	{(capital)}	=>	capital;)
console.log	(citizens;)	//	[delhi,	washington	','	fly	','	singapore	','	beijing	','	paris	']	â¬	†	back	to	the	beginning	you	can	quickly	empty	an	array	by	setting	the	length	of	the	array	to	zero.	le	cities	=	[singapore,	delhi,	londra;]	city.length	=	0;	//	city	becomes	[]	¬	back	to	the	top	you	can	figure	round	to	a	number	of	decimals	using	the	tofixed	method	by	native
javascript.	Let	the	cake	=	3.141592653;	cake	=	cake.	TOFIXED	(3;)	//	3.142	¬	†	back	to	the	beginning	you	can	convert	an	array	to	an	object	with	the	same	data	using	the	diffusion	operator	(...).	var	fruit	=	[	banana,	apple,	orange,	cocomero;]	var	fruitsobject	=	{...	fruit;}	console.log	(fruitsobject;)	//	{0:	banana,	1:	apple,	2:	orange,	3:	anguria}	¬	†	back
to	the	beginning	it	is	possible	to	create	an	array	with	some	data	or	an	array	with	the	same	values	by	oando	ilmethod.	var	newarray	=	new	array	(5)	.fill	(	0;)	console.log	(newarray;)	//	[	0,	0,	0,	0,	0]	¬	back	to	top	below	are	the	list	of	posts	available	from	console	object,%	or	one	wants	an	object,	%	s	â	takes	a	string,%	d	â	is	used	for	an	entire	or	decimal
number	these	placeholders	can	be	represented	in	theAs	under	the	Constitution	User	=	{	"name":	"John",	"ID":	1,	"City":	"Delhi"};	console.log	(	"Hello%	s,%	or	your	details	are	available	in	the	Object	Module",	"John",	user);	//	Hello	John,	your	details	{name:	"John",	ID:	1,	City:	"Delhi"}	are	available	in	object	Ã	¢	â	â¬	Back	to	Top	Yes,	you	can	apply	CSS
styles	to	console	messages	similar	to	HTML	text	on	a	web	page.	console.log	(	'%	c	text	is	blue,	with	great	character	and	red	background',	'Color:	BLUE;	Font	Size:	X-Large;	Background:	red');	The	text	will	be	displayed	as	below,	note:	all	CSS	styles	can	be	applied	to	the	console	messages.	It	â¬	â	Back	to	The	console.dir	()	is	used	to	display	an
interactive	list	of	the	object's	property	specified	JavaScript	as	JSON.	Cost	User	=	{	"name":	"John",	"ID":	1,	"City":	"Delhi"};	console.dir	(user);	The	user	object	displayed	in	JSON	representation	â¬	â	Back	to	Top	Yes,	you	can	obtain	and	debug	HTML	elements	in	their	console	as	the	inspection	items.	Const	Element	=	document.getElementsByTagName
(	"Body")	[0];	console.log	(element);	Print	the	HTML	element	in	the	console,	â¬	â	Back	to	The	console.table	()	is	used	to	display	the	data	in	the	console	in	a	tabular	format	for	array	or	complex	objects.	USERS	CONST	=	[{	"name":	"John",	"ID":	1,	"City":	"Delhi"},	{	"name":	"Max",	"ID":	2,	"City",	"London"	},	{	"name":	"Rod",	"ID":	3,	"City",	"Paris"}];
console.Table	(users);	The	data	displayed	in	a	table	format,	not:	Remember	that	console.table	()	is	not	supported	in	IE.	Â¬	â	Back	to	Top	The	combination	of	isnan	isFinite	and	methods	are	used	to	confirm	if	an	argument	is	a	number	or	not.	Icelandic	function	(n)	{return!	IsNAN	(Passefloat	(N))	&&	isFinite	(N);	Â¬}	Ã	Ã	â	Back	to	the	top	must	select
the	content	(using	the	.Select	()	method)	of	the	input	and	execute	the	Copy	command	with	ExecCommand	(I.E,	ExecCommand	(	'Copy')).	You	can	also	perform	other	system	commands	such	as	cut	and	paste.	Document.QuerySelector	(	"Copy-button"	#).	onclick	=	function	()	{//	Select	the	content	Document.QuerySelector	(	"#	copy-input").	To	select	();	//
copy	to	the	clipboard	Document.ExecCommand	(	'copy');	};	Ã	¢	â	â¬	Back	to	You	can	use	the	new	date	().	GetTime	()	to	get	the	current	timestamp.	There	is	an	alternative	shortcut	to	get	the	value.	console.log	(+	new	date	());	console.log	(data.now	());	Ã	â	â¬	Back	to	the	bi-dimensional	matrices	appiattienti	are	trivial	with	diffuse	operator.	Const
BidimensionaLarr	=	[11,	[22,	33],	[44,	55],	[66,	77],	88,	99];	CONST	FLATTENARR	=	[]	.Concat	(...	bidimensionalarr);	//	[11,	22,	33,	44,	55,	66,	77,	88,	55,	66,	77,	88,	99]	But	you	can	make	it	work	with	multidimensional	arrays	by	recursive	calls,	flattualmultarray	function	(ARR)	{CONST	flattened	=	[]	.concat	(arr	...);	return	flatted.some	=>
array.isarray	(article)?	FlattnulTiarray	(flattened):	flattened;	}	Cost	MultisizeAlarr	=	[11,	[22,	33],	[44,	[55,	66,	[77,	[88]]];	Const	Flarar	=	Flattualmultarray	(multidimensionalarr);	//	[11,	22,	33,	44,	55,	66,	77,	88,	99]	†	Back	to	top	You	can	use	Index	to	compare	Input	with	multiple	valuesto	control	each	value	as	a	condition.	//	Verbose	Approach	if	(input
====	'First''	'|	Input	===	1	|	Input	=='	Second	'|	Input	===	2)	{functionsome	();	}	//	Link	if	(['PRIMO',	1,	'SECONDO',	2]	.INDEXOF	(INPUT)!	==	-1)	{Somefunction	();	}	This	is	useful	to	alert	users	to	lose	current	data.	window.onbereOnload	=	Function	()	{Alert	("You	will	be	lost");	}	Â¬	†	Back	to	the	top	of	the	right-click	on	the	page	can	be	disabled
by	returning	false	from	the	OnConTextMenu	attribute	on	the	body	element.	â¬	†	Back	to	the	beginning	primitive	values	such	as	string,	number	and	boolean	do	not	have	properties	and	methods,	but	are	temporarily	converted	or	forced	to	an	object	(a	wrapper	object)	when	attempting	to	perform	actions	on	them.	For	example,	if	you	apply	the
Poupercase	method	()	on	a	primitive	string	value,	it	does	not	throw	an	error	but	returns	the	string	uppercase.	Leave	the	name	=	"John";	console.log	(name.toupracase));	//	behind	the	scenes	treated	as	console.log	(new	string	(name)	.ToUppercase	());	I.e,	every	primitive	except	null	and	indefinite	has	objects	in	wrappers	and	the	list	of	wrapper	objects
are	string,	number,	boolean,	symbol	and	bigint.	Â¬	†	Back	to	top	Ajax	supports	for	JavaScript	Asynchronous	and	XML	and	is	a	group	of	related	technologies	(HTML	API,	CSS,	JavaScript,	XMLHTTPRequest,	etc.)	Used	to	display	Asynchronous	data.	I.e.	We	can	send	data	to	the	server	and	get	data	from	the	server	without	reloading	the	Web	page.	¬	†
Back	to	the	top	of	the	list	is	the	list	of	different	ways	to	deal	with	the	asynchronous	code.	Callbacks	promises	Async	/	await	third-party	libraries	such	as	async.js,	bluebird	etc.	Â¬	†	Return	to	the	beginning	until	a	few	days	back,	a	lack	of	native	promises	is	not	a	direct	way	to	cancel	a	recovery	request.	But	the	new	JS	specific	abortController	allows	you
to	use	a	signal	to	stop	one	or	more	recovery	calls.	The	basic	flow	of	deletion	of	a	recovery	request	would	be	below,	create	an	abortController	instance	to	get	the	signal	property	of	an	instance	and	pass	the	signal	as	a	recovery	option	for	the	signal	Call	the	AbortController	property	to	cancel	all	the	recoveries	using	that	signal,	for	example	Pass	the	same
signal	to	more	recovery	of	calls	cancel	all	requests	with	that	signal,	Const	controller	=	New	Abortler	(Controlle)	recovers	("http:	//	localhost:	8000",	{signal}).	Thus	(response	=>	{console.log	(request	1	is	complete);}).	Capture	(E	=>	{IF	(E.NAME	==	"Abusaler")	{//	We	know	it	has	been	deleted!}});	recovers	("http:	//	localhost:	8000",	{signal}).	Thus
(response	=>	{console.log	(request	2	is	complete);}).(E	=>	{if	(e.name	===	"abusaler")	{//	we	know	that	it	was	deleted!}});	//	Wait	2	seconds	to	abort	both	requests	SETTIMEOUT	(()	=>	controller.abort	(),	2000);	Ã,¬â	€	â	€	Back	to	the	top	API	of	web	discourse	is	used	to	allow	modern	browsers	to	recognize	and	synthesize	the	speech	(I.E,	voice	data
in	the	web	app).	This	API	API	was	introduced	by	W3C	Community	in	the	year	2012.	It	has	two	main	parts,	SpeechRecognition	(Asynchronous	Voice	Recognition	or	Speech-to-Text):	Provides	the	ability	to	recognize	voice	context	from	an	audio	input	and	respond	accordingly.	This	is	accessible	from	the	SpeechRecognition	interface.	The	example	below
shows	how	to	use	this	API	to	get	word	text,	window.SpeechRecognition	=	window.webkitSpeechRecognition	||	window.SpeechRecognition;	//	webkitSpeechRecognition	for	Chrome	and	SpeechRecognition	for	FF	recognition	const	=	new	window.SpeechRecognition	();.onresult	=	recognition	(event)	=>	{///	type	const	SpeechRecognitionEvent
speechToText	=	event.results	[0]	[0]	.transcript;	consul.log	(speechToText);	}	Recognition.start	();	In	this	API,	the	browser	is	about	to	ask	for	permission	to	use	the	SpeechSynthesis	microphone	(Text-to-Speech):	Provides	the	ability	to	recognize	voice	context	from	an	audio	input	and	respond.	This	is	accessible	by	the	SpeechSynthesis	interface.	For
example,	the	code	below	is	used	to	get	voice	/	voice	from	text,	if	('speechSynthesis'	in	the	window)	{var	=	new	SpeechSynthesisUtterance	speech	('Hello	World!');	speech.lang	=	'it-it';	window.speechSynthesis.speak	(vocal);	}	The	above	examples	can	be	tested	on	consoles	for	Chrome	developers	(33+)	of	the	browser.	Note:	This	API	is	still	a	work	draft
and	only	available	in	Chrome	and	Firefox	(of	course	Chrome	only	implemented	the	specifications)	¬	Back	to	Top	Both	browsers	and	NodeJS	javascript	butterfly	valve	environments	with	a	minimum	delay	that	is	greater	than	0	ms.	This	means	that	even	if	setting	a	0	ms	delay	will	not	happen	instantly.	Browser:	They're	a	minimum	delay	of	4	ms.	This
accelerator	occurs	when	subsequent	calls	are	activated	due	to	callback	nidification	(certain	depth)	or	after	a	number	of	consecutive	intervals.	Note:	Older	browsers	have	a	minimum	delay	of	10	ms.	Nodejs:	They're	a	minimum	delay	of	1	ms.	This	accelerator	happens	when	delay	is	greater	than	2147483647	or	less	than	1.	The	best	example	to	explain
this	timeout	limitation	behavior	is	the	lower	code	fragment	order.	RunMeFirst	function	()	{console.log	('My	script	is	initialized');	}	SetTimeout	(RunMeFirst,	0);	console.log	('script	loaded');	and	the	output	would	be	in	script	loaded	my	script	is	initialized	If	you	do	not	use	setTimeout,	the	log	order	will	be	sequential.	RunMeFirst	function	()	{console.log
('My	script	is	initialized');	}	RunMeFirst	();	console.log	('script	loaded');	and	the	output	is,	my	script	is	initialized	¬	back	to	top	loaded	¬	script	You	cannot	use	setTimeout	(fn,	0)	to	run	the	code	immediately	due	to	minimum	delay	of	more	than	0	ms.	But	you	can	use	window.postMessage	()	to	get	this	behavior.	¬	Back	to	Top	An	activity	is	any/	javascript
program	that	should	be	managed	by	standard	mechanisms	such	as	the	initial	start	to	run	a	program,	run	an	event	callback,	or	a	be	interval	or	timeout	shot.	All	these	activities	are	programmed	in	a	task	queue.	Below	are	the	list	of	useTo	add	activance	to	the	activity	queue,	when	a	new	JavaScript	program	runs	directly	from	the	console	or	running	from
the	element,	the	activity	will	be	added	to	the	activity	queue.	When	an	event	is	closed,	the	event	callback	added	to	the	activity	queue	when	a	Settimout	or	SetInvalval	is	reached,	the	corresponding	callback	added	to	the	activity	queue	Ã	¢	â	€	â	€	Back	to	the	top	Microtask	is	the	JavaScript	code	that	must	Running	immediately	after	the	current	activity
running	/	the	microtasca	is	completed.	They	are	a	kind	of	blockade	of	nature.	I.E,	the	main	thread	will	be	blocked	until	the	microtask	queue	is	empty.	The	main	sources	of	microtasks	are	promised.resolve,	promised.reject,	mutationobserver,	intersectionbserver,	etc.	Note:	All	these	microtasks	are	treated	in	the	same	round	of	the	event	loop.	Ã	¢	â	€	â	€
â	€	â	€	â	€	â	€	â	€	â	€	â	€	â	€	â	€	â	€	Â	€	Back	to	the	top	it	is	known	that	not	all	JavaScript	libraries	or	frameworks	have	typical	declaration	files.	But	if	you	still	want	to	use	libraries	or	frameworks	in	our	fingerprint	files	without	obtaining	compilation	errors,	the	only	solution	is	to	declare	the	keyword	along	with	a	variable	declaration.	For	example,	let's
imagine	having	a	library	called	Customlibrary	that	does	not	have	a	typing	declaration	and	has	a	namespecial	space	called	Customlibrary	in	the	space	of	global	names.	You	can	use	this	library	in	typescript	code	as	follows,	VAR	CUSTOMLIBRARY;	In	runtime,	typescript	provide	the	type	to	custom	variable	as	any	type.	The	other	alternative	without	using
the	keyword	declares	is	less	than	â	€	â	€	Back	to	top	Some	of	the	main	differences	in	a	tabular	shape	promises	observable	that	it	only	emits	a	single	value	at	a	time	it	emits	more	values	on	a	period	of	time	(flow	of	values	ranging	from	0	to	multiple)	eager	in	nature;	They	will	be	called	immediately	lazy	in	nature;	Require	that	the	subscription	is	invoked
the	promise	is	always	asynchronous	even	if	resolved	immediately	observable	can	be	synchronous	or	asynchronous	does	not	provide	any	operator	provides	operators	such	as	map,	forecoch,	filter,	reduction,	retry	and	try	again	when	they	cannot	be	canceled	deleted	from	use	Integrating	registration	()	method	â	€	â	€	return	to	the	upper	use	(or	memory
heap)	is	the	memory	position	in	which	objects	are	stored	when	we	define	the	variables.	I.E,	this	is	the	place	where	all	memory	allocations	and	de-assignment	take	place.	Both	Heap	and	Call-Stack	are	two	JS	runtime	containers.	Whenever	the	runtime	comes	through	the	variables	and	declarations	of	the	function	in	the	code	that	stores	them	in	the
HEAP.	Ã,¬â	€	â	€	Back	to	the	top	The	table	of	events	is	a	data	structure	that	stores	and	tracks	all	the	events	that	will	be	performed	in	a	way	As	a	time	interval	or	after	the	resolution	of	some	API	requests.	I	Does	not	perform	the	functions	on	it.	The	main	purpose	of	the	event	table	is	to	keep	track	of	events	and	send	them	to	the	queue	of	events	as
shown	in	the	chart	below.	Ã	¢	â	€	â	€	Back	to	top	at	the	beginning	Queue	is	the	new	queue	where	all	activities	started	by	promise	objects	are	processed	before	the	callback	queue.	The	microtasks	tail	is	processed	before	the	next	rendering	and	painting	works.	But	if	these	microtasks	are	running	for	a	long	time,	then	it	leads	to	visual	degradation.	?
Back	to	Top	Uno	shim	is	a	library	that	brings	a	new	API	to	an	older	environment,	using	only	the	means	of	that	environment.	It	is	not	necessarily	limited	to	a	web	application.	For	example,	es5-shim.	js	is	used	to	emulate	ES5	features	on	older	browsers	(mainly	pre	IE9).	While	the	polyfill	is	a	piece	of	code	(or	plugin)	that	provides	the	technology	that,	the
developer,	expect	the	browser	to	provide	natively.	In	a	simple	phrase,	a	polyfill	is	a	shim	for	a	browser	API.	.	Back	to	Top	In	JavaScript,	primitive	types	include	boolean,	string,	number,	BigInt,	null,	Symbol	and	undefined.	While	non	primitive	types	include	objects.	But	you	can	easily	identify	them	with	the	following	function,	var	myPrimitive	=	30;	var
myNonPrimitive	=	{};	the	function	isPrimitive(val)	{return	object(val)!==val;	}	isprimitive	(myPrimitive);	isPrimitive(myNonPrimitive);	If	the	value	is	a	primitive	type	of	data,	the	object	builder	creates	a	new	wrapper	object	for	the	value.	But	if	the	value	is	a	type	of	non	primitive	data	(an	object),	the	object	builder	will	give	the	same	object.	.	Back	to
Top	Babel	is	a	JavaScript	transmitter	to	convert	the	ECMAScript	2015+	code	into	a	backward	compatible	version	of	JavaScript	in	current	and	old	browsers	or	environments.	Some	of	the	main	features	are	listed	below,	Transform	syntax	Polyfill	features	that	are	missing	in	your	target	environment	(using	@babel/polifill)	The	transformations	of	the
source	code	(or	codemods)	.	Back	to	Top	Node	is	a	single	thread,	but	some	of	the	functions	included	in	the	standard	library	Node.js	(for	example,	fs	module	functions)	are	not	single	threaded.	I.e.	Their	logic	works	outside	the	single	thread	Node.js	to	improve	the	speed	and	performance	of	a	program.	?	Some	of	the	most	common	usage	cases	of
observables	are	taken	web	with	push	notifications,	user	input	changes,	repeat	intervals,	etc.	ecc	Back	to	Top	RxJS	(Reactive	Extensions	for	JavaScript)	is	a	library	for	implementation	of	reactive	programming	using	observables	that	makes	it	easier	to	compose	code	asynchronous	or	callback	based.	It	also	provides	utility	functions	to	create	and	work
with	observables.	alla	Back	to	Top	Functions	that	are	created	with	the	Function	builder	do	not	create	closures	to	their	creation	contexts,	but	are	always	created	in	the	global	context.	i.e,	the	function	can	access	its	local	variables	and	only	global	variables.	Whereas	function	statements	may	also	access	external	function	variables	(covers).	Let's
see.difference	with	an	example,	Constructor	function:	var	a	=	100;	function	createFunction()	{	var	a	=	200;	return	new	function('return	a;');	}	console.log	(createFunction()());	//	100	Declaration	function:	var	a	=	100;	function	function{Var	a	=	200;	func	return	function	()	{return	a;	}}	Console.log	(createFunction	());	//	200	¬	Back	to	short	Top	circuit
conditions	are	thought	for	condensed	way	of	writing	simple	if	instructions.	Let's	show	the	scenario	with	an	example.	If	you	want	to	login	for	a	portal	with	an	authentication	condition,	the	expression	would	be	as	below,	if	(authentication)	{loginToPorta	();	}	Since	the	logical	javascript	operators	evaluated	from	left	to	right,	the	previous	expression	can	be
simplified	using	&&	logical	authentication	operator	&&	loginToPorta	();	¬	Back	to	Top	The	property	of	an	array	is	useful	to	resize	or	empty	a	matrix	quickly.	We	apply	properties	length	on	the	matrix	number	to	resize	the	number	of	elements	from	5	to	2,	var	matrix	=	[1,	2,	3,	4,	5];	console.log	(Array.length);	//	5	array.length	=	2;	console.log
(Array.length);	//	2	console.log	(array);	//	[1,2]	and	the	matrix	can	be	emptied	too	var	matrix	=	[1,	2,	3,	4,	5];	array.length	=	0;	console.log	(Array.length);	//	0	console.log	(array);	//	[]	¬	Back	to	Top	an	observable	is	basically	a	function	that	can	return	a	flow	of	values	in	a	synchronous	way	or	asynchronous	to	an	observer	over	time.	The	consumer	can	get
the	value	by	calling	the	method	to	subscribe	().	Let	us	look	at	a	simple	example	of	an	import	Observable	{}	observable	from	'rxjs';	const	observable	=	new	observable	(observer	=>	{setTimeout	(()	=>	{observer.next	(	'Mesage	from	an	Observable!');},	3000);});	observable.subscribe	(value	=	console.log	(value));	Note:	observable	are	not	part	of	the
JavaScript	language	yet,	but	are	proposed	to	add	to	the	language	¬	Back	to	Top	The	main	difference	between	function	statements	and	class	statements	is	lifting.	The	declarations	of	functions	are	instructed	but	not	class	statements.	Classes:	Const	user	=	new	User	();	//	class	ReferenceError	user	{}	building	function:	user	const	=	new	User	();	//	No
user	error	function	()	{}	¬	Back	to	Top	An	asynchronous	function	is	a	function	declared	with	the	asynchronous	keyword	that	allows	asynchronous,	the	promised-based	behavior	to	be	written	in	a	cleaner	style	avoiding	promise	chains.	These	functions	may	contain	zero	or	more	expressions	await.	Let	us	give	below	async	example	function,	the
asynchronous	logger	function	()	{far	date	=	await	fetch	('	);	//	pause	until	you	take	back	console.log	(data)}	logger	();	This	is	essentially	sugar	syntax	over	ES2015	promises	and	generators.	¬	Back	to	top	While	using	asynchronous	code,	JavaScriptâ	s	ES6	promises	can	make	life	much	easier,	without	having	to	callback	pyramids	and	managing	errors	in
every	second	line.	But	promises	are	some	pitfalls	and	the	biggest	is	swallowing	errors	by	default.	Let's	say	you	expecta	console	error	for	all	cases	below,	promise.resolve	('promised	value'),	then	(function	()	{throw	new	error	('error');}).;	.	Promise.reject	('error	value')	Catch	(function	()	{Throw	New	error	('error');});	New	Promise	(Function
(Determination,	Reject)	{Throw	New	Error	('error');});	'error');});	There	are	many	modern	JavaScript	environments	that	do	not	print	errors.	You	can	solve	this	problem	in	different	ways,	add	catch	block	at	the	end	of	each	chain:	you	can	add	catch	block	at	the	end	of	each	of	your	promises	Promise.resolve	chains	('Value	promised').	Then	(function	()
{Throw	New	Error	('Error');}).	Catch	(function	(mistake)	{console.	Error	(error.stack);	But	it's	hard	enough	to	type	for	every	chain	of	promise	and	even	verbose.	Add	Fact	Method:	You	can	replace	the	first	solutions	and	capture	blocks	with	the	Done	Promise	method.	Resolve	('Promise	Value').	Done	(function	()	{launch	a	new	error	("mistake");});	Let's
say	you	want	to	recover	data	using	HTTP	and	then	perform	processing	on	the	resulting	data	asynchronously.	You	can	write	the	block	done	as	below,	GetDataFromhttp	()	.then	(Result)	{return	ProcessDataSync	(Result);})	.done	(function	(processed)	{DisplayData	(processed);});	In	the	future,	if	the	processing	library	API	has	been	modified	in
synchronous,	you	can	remove	the	DONE	block	as	below,	GetDataFromhttp	()	.then	(result)	{return	displayDatasync	(Result));}	And	then	you	forgot	to	add	the	lock	made	then	lock	door	to	silent	errors.	Extend	the	ES6	promises	of	Bluebird:	Bluebird	extends	the	ES6	promise	API	to	avoid	the	problem	in	the	second	solution.	This	library	has	an
onReejection	manager	â€	œDefault	"that	prints	all	errors	from	promises	rejected	at	STDERR.	After	installation,	you	can	process	unmanaged	waste	Promise.	ONPossIlunUNHandleDrejection	(function	(mistake)	{launch	error;});	and	discard	a	rejection,	just	manage	it	with	a	promise	of	empty	capture.reject	('Error	Value').	Catch	(function	()	{});	¬	†
Back	to	top	DENO	is	a	simple,	modern	and	secure	runtime	for	JavaScript	and	datilgibile	that	uses	the	V8	JavaScript	engine	and	rust	programming	language.	Â¬	†	Back	to	top	By	default,	simple	objects	are	not	idiots.	But	you	can	make	the	idiobale	object	by	defining	a	Symbol.iterator	property.	Let's	dim	this	with	an	example,	Cott	Collection	=	{1:	1,
two:	2,	three:	3,	[simbolo.iterator]	()	{Valori	conSt	=	Object.Keys	(this);	Let	me	=	0;	return	{successful:	(c)	=	>	{return	{value:	this	[values	[i	++]],	facts:	i>	values.length}};	}};;;	Const	Iterator	=	Collection	[Symbol.iterator]	();	console.log	(iterator.next	());	//	Â	†	'{value:	1,	made:	false}	console.log	(iterator.next	());	//	Â	†	'{Value:	2,	fact:	false}
console.log	(iterator.next	());	//	Â	†	'{Value:	3,	fact:	false}	console.log	(iterator.next	());	//	Â	†	'{Value:	indefinite,	done:	TRUE}	The	above	process	can	be	simplified	using	a	Generator	function,	Const	Collection	=	{1:	1,	two:	2,	three:	3,	[simbolo.iterator]:	function	*	(	)	{to	(leave	the	key	in	this)	{make	this}}};	CONST	ITERATOR	=	[Symbol.Iterator]
Collection	();	console.log	(iterator.next	());	//	{value:	1,	made:	false}	console.log	(iterator.next	());	//	{value:	2,	made:	false}	console.log	(iterator.next	());	//	{value:	3,	made:	false}	console.log	(iterator.next	());	//	{value:	indefinite,	made:	true}	Ã	¢	â	€	â	€	Back	to	top,	should	we	know	know	Call	before	you	talk	about	"Call	of	the	proper	queue."	A	queue
call	is	a	subroutine	or	a	function	call	performed	as	a	final	action	of	a	call	function.	While	the	correct	queue	call	(PTC)	is	a	technique	where	the	program	or	code	will	not	create	additional	stack	frames	for	a	recursion	when	the	function	call	is	a	queue	call.	For	example,	the	recovery	of	the	classic	or	the	testimony	of	the	farm	function	is	based	on	the	stack
for	each	step.	Each	step	must	be	processed	up	to	n	*	farm	(n	-	1)	farm	function	(n)	{if	(n	==	0)	{return	1}	return	n	*	factoral	(n	-	1)}	console.log	(factory	(5	));	//	120	But	if	you	use	queue	recursion	functions,	they	continue	to	exceed	all	the	necessary	data	that	need	recursion	without	relying	on	the	pile.	Farm	function	(n,	acc	=	1)	{if	(n	===	0)	{return
ACC}	Return	Factory	(N	-	1,	N	*	ACC)}	console.log	(factory	(5));	//	120	The	above	model	shows	the	same	output	as	the	first.	But	the	accumulator	keeps	track	of	the	total	as	a	subject	without	using	the	stack	memory	on	recurring	calls.	â¬	†	Back	to	top	If	you	don't	know	if	a	value	is	a	promise	or	not,	wrapping	the	value	like	Promise.	Resolve	(value)	that
returns	a	Promise	Ispromise	(Object)	{IF	(Promise	&&	Promise.Resolve)	{	return	Promise.	Resolve	(object)	==	object;	}	else	{tiro	"promise	not	supported	in	your	environment"}}	var	i	=	1;	VAR	Promise	=	new	promise	(function	(resolution,	refusal)	{resolution	()});	console.log	(ispromise	(i));	//	false	console.log	(ispromise	(P));	//	True	Another	way	is	to
check	for	.then	()	Gestore	Type	Function	ISPromise	(value)	{Return	Boolean	(Value	&&	TypoF	Value.then	===	'function');	}	var	i	=	1;	VAR	Promise	=	new	promise	(function	(resolution,	refusal)	{resolution	()});	console.log	(Ispromise	(I))	//	false	console.log	(ispromise));	//	True	¬	†	Back	to	top	You	can	use	NEW.Target	Pseudo-Property	to	detect
whether	a	function	was	called	as	a	manufacturer	(using	the	new	operator)	or	as	a	normal	function	call.	If	a	manufacturer	or	function	invoked	using	the	new	operator,	new.target	returns	a	reference	to	the	manufacturer	or	function.	For	function	calls,	New.target	is	not	defined.	function	myfunc	()	{if	(new.target)	{console.log	('called	with	new');	}	else
{console.log	(not	called	with	new');	}}	new	myfunc	();	//	called	with	new	myfunc	();	//	not	called	with	new	myfunc.call	({});	Not	called	with	new	†	†	Back	to	top	There	are	three	main	differences	between	Subject	topics	and	rest	parameters	The	Arguments	object	is	an	array-like	but	not	an	array.	Considering	that	rest	parameters	are	instances	of	array.
The	Subject	object	does	not	support	methods	such	as	sorting,	map,	foreach	or	pop.	Considering	that	these	methods	can	bein	the	rest	parameters.	The	rest	parameters	are	only	those	that	have	not	received	a	separate	name,	while	the	Subjects	object	contains	all	the	arguments	passed	to	the	â¬	†	Back	to	the	rest	parameter	Back	to	the	REST	parameter
collects	all	the	remaining	elements	in	an	array.	Considering	that	the	widespread	operator	allows	you	to	expand	iterables	(arrays	/	objects	/	strings)	in	individual	arguments	/	elements.	i.e.,The	parameter	is	opposed	to	the	diffusion	operator.	â¬	†	Back	to	page	There	are	five	types	of	generators,	declaration	Generator	function:	function	*	mygenfunc	()
{yield	1;	yield	2;	yield	3;	}	CONST	GEN	OBJ	=	MYGENFUNC;	()	Generator	function	expressions:	CONST	MYGENFUNC	=	function	*	()	{yield	1;	yield	2;	yield	3;	};	CONST	GEN	OBJ	=	mygenfunc;	()	Definitions	of	the	generator	method	in	object	literals:	CONST	MYOBJ	=	{*	MYGENERARMETHOD	()	{RETURN	1;	yield	2;	yield	3;	}};	Const	Gen	Obj	=
myobj.mygenerarmethod;	()	Definitions	of	the	generator	method	in	class:	Class	MyClass	{*	MYGENERARMETHOD	()	{RETURN	1;	yield	2;	yield	3;	}	CONST	MYOBJECT	=	NEW	MYCLASS;	()	CONST	GEN	OBJ	=	MyObject.myGenerarmethod;	()	Generator	as	computerized	property:	CONST	SomeObj	=	{[*	Symbol.Itatorator]	()	{yield	1;	yield	2;	yield	3;	}
Console.log	(array.from	(Someobj;)	//	[1,	2,	3]	â¬	†	Back	to	top	Here	are	the	list	of	javascript	javascript,	arrays	and	Type	Unidarray	quote	a	special	variable	similar	to	Arrays	in	the	functions	of	the	DOM	Collection	as	NoDelist	to	Back	to	Top	Both	for	...	in	and	for	...	of	entered	declarations	on	JS	data	structures.	The	only	difference	is	on	what	they	are
iterano:	Per..Ither	on	All	the	clutch	keys	countless	of	an	object	for..of	iterates	on	the	values	of	an	iterable	object.	We	explain	this	difference	with	an	example,	leave	Arr	=	[A,	B,	C;]	Arr.NewProp	=	new	vlue;	//	key	are	The	ownership	keys	for	(the	access	key	in	ARR)	{console.log	(key;)}	//	value	are	the	property	values	for	(value	of	arr)	{console.log
(value;)}	because	for	..	In	Loop	Itera	on	the	object	keys,	the	first	Loop	0,	1,	2	and	Newprop	records	while	iterating	over	the	Array	object.	The	Loop	For..of	itera	on	the	values	of	a	data	structure	ARR	and	records	A,	B,	C	in	the	console.	â¬	†	Return	to	the	page	The	properties	of	the	case	must	be	defined	within	the	class	methods.	For	example,	the	owner
and	aged	ownership	ownership	ownership	as	follows,	person	person	{manufacturer	(name,	eth)	{this.name	=	name;	this.Age	=	age;	}}	But	Static	(class)	and	prototype	data	propriete	must	be	defined	outside	the	Classbody	Declaration.	We	assign	the	value	of	age	for	the	class	of	person	as	below,	person.staticage	=	30;	Person.prototype.prototypeage	=
40;	â¬	†	Back	to	top	Isnan:	The	global	function	Ã¨Nan	converts	the	topic	into	a	number	and	returns	true	if	the	resulting	value	is	NAN.	Number.isnan:	This	method	does	not	convert	the	topic.	But	Return	true	when	the	type	is	a	number	and	value	is	Nan.	Let's	see	the	difference	with	an	example,	Ã¨Nan	(â	€	œhelloâ	€	™;)	//	True	Number.isnan	('Hello;)	//
false	â¬	†	Back	to	Top	Immediately	Invoked	Function	Expressions	(IIFE)	requires	a	couple	of	Parenthesis	to	wrap	the	function	that	contains	the	set	of	statements.	Timestring;)	()	Since	it	is	IIFE	that	vacuum	discards	the	result	of	an	expression,	it	is	possiblethe	extra-ondo	operator	brackets	void	for	iife	as	below,	the	void	function	(dt)	{console.log
(dt.toLocaleTimeString	());	(new	dates)	¬	back	to	the	top	may	have	seen	the	oate	expressions	in	switching	conditions	but	it	is	also	possible	to	use	for	switching	cases	through	the	allocation	of	true	value	for	the	switch	condition.	we	see	weather	conditions	based	on	temparature	as	an	example,	time	const	=	function	getweather	(temp)	{switch	(true)
{case	temp	arguments.	console.log	(Arrowfunc	(1,	2,	3));	1:	ReferenceError:	The	arguments	are	not	defined	2:	3	3:	undefined	4:	NULL	Answer:	1	The	arrow	functions	do	not	have	a	topic,	super,	this,	or	new	binding.target.	Thus,	any	reference	to	variable	arguments	tries	to	resolve	a	link	in	a	lungly	closed	environment.	In	this	case,	the	variable
arguments	is	not	defined	outside	the	arrow	function.	Then	you	will	receive	a	reference	error.	When	the	normal	function	provides	the	number	of	topics	passed	to	the	CONST	FUNC	=	function	()	{return	topics.	}	Console.log	(FUNC	(1,	2,	3));	But	if	you	still	want	to	use	an	arrow	function,	then	the	rest	operator	on	topics	provides	the	expected	arguments
Contest	Arrowfunc	=	(...	args)	=>	args.length;	console.log	(Arrowfunc	(1,	2,	3));	â¬	†	returns	to	the	top	14.	What	is	the	output	under	code	console.log	(string.prototype.trimleft.name	===	'trimleft');	console.log	(string.prototype.trimleft.Name	==	'TrimStart');	1:	True,	False	2:	False,	Real	Response:	2	In	order	to	be	consistent	with	functions	like
String.Prototype.padStart,	the	standard	method	name	for	the	trimming	of	white	spaces	is	considered	as	TrimStart.	Due	to	web	compatibility	reasons,	the	old	name	'trimleft'	method	still	acts	as	a	alias	for	'trimstart'.	So,	the	'trimleft'	prototype	is	always	'trimstart'	â¬	†	back	to	the	top	15.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	code	1:	not	defined	2:	Infinity
3:	0	4:	-Infinity	Answer:	4	-Infinity	It	is	the	initial	compensation	because	almost	any	other	value	is	larger.	So	when	no	arguments	are	provided,	-Infinity	will	be	returned.	Note:	the	number	zero	of	topics	is	a	valid	case.	â¬	†	returns	to	the	top	16.	What	is	the	output	below	Console.log	(10	===	[10]);	console.log	(10	==	[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[]]]]]]]);	1:	True,	True
2:	True,	False	3:	False,	False	4:	False,	True	Answer:	1	As	for	the	comparison	algorithm	in	Specifies	(ECMA-262),	the	expression	above	converted	into	JS	as	under	10	===	Number	([10]	.Valueof	().	Tostring	())	//	10	So	no	matter	the	brackets	of	the	number	([])	The	number	is	always	converted	into	a	number	in	the	expression.	â¬	†	Back	to	the	beginning
17.	What	is	the	output	of	Sound	Code	Console.log	(10	+	'10');	console.log	(10	-	'10');	1:	20,	0	2:	1010,	0	3:	1010,	10-10	4:	Nan,	Nan	Response:	2	The	concatenation	operator	(+)	is	applicable	for	both	the	number	and	string	types.	So	if	some	work	is	a	kind	of	string,	then	both	operands	chained	like	strings.	Considering	that	Subtrae	(-)	The	operator	tries
to	convert	the	operators	as	a	type	of	number.	â¬	†	Back	to	the	beginning	18.	What	is	the	output	of	Sound	Code	Console.log	([0]	==	false);	IF	([0])	{CONSOLE.LOG	("I	am	true");	}	else	{console.log	("I'm	false");	1:	True,	I	am	true	2:	True,	I	am	false	3:	False,	I	am	True	4:	False,	I	am	false	answer	answer:	1	in	comparison	operators,	the	expression	[0]
converted	into	number	(	[0]	.Valueof	().	Tostring	()	which	is	resolved	to	false.	Considering	that	[0]	becomes	only	a	value	of	truth	without	any	conversion	because	there	is	no	comparison	operator.	19.	What	is	the	output	of	Sound	Code	Console.log	([1,	2]	+	[3,	4]);	1:	[1,2,3,4]	2:	[1,2]	[3,4]	3:	SyntaxError	4:	1,23,4	Response:	4	The	+	operator	is	not
intended	or	defined	for	arrays.	Then	convert	the	arrays	into	strings	and	concatenate	them.	â¬	†	Back	to	the	beginning	20.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	code	cost	numbers	=	new	set	([1,	1,	2,	3,	4]);	console.log	(numbers);	Const	Browser	=	New	Set	('Firefox');	console.log	(browser);	1:	{1,	2,	3,	4},	{"F",	"I",	"R",	"E",	"F",	"O",	"X"}	2:	{1,	2,	3,	4},
{""	f	","	i	","	r	","	and	","	or	","	x	"}	3:	[1,	2,	3,	4],	["	f	","	I	","	r	","	and	","	or	","	x	"]	4:	{1,	1,	2,	3,	4},	{"	f	","	i	","	and	",	","	and	",	",	","	and	",	",	",	",	",	",	","	Answer:	1	Since	the	object	set	is	a	collection	of	unique	values,	it	will	not	allow	duplicate	values	in	the	collection.	At	the	same	time,	it	is	a	sensitive	data	structure.	â¬	†	Back	to	the	beginning	21.	What
is	Sound	Code	Console.log	output	(Nan	==	Nan);	Response:	2	JavaScript	follows	the	IEEE	754	specifications	standards.	According	to	this	specification,	nans	are	never	the	same	for	mobile	comma	numbers.	â¬	†	Back	to	top	22.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	code	allows	the	numbers	=	[1,	2,	3,	4,	nan];	console.log	(numbers.indexof	(Nan));	4:	Nan
3:	SyntaxError	4:	-1	Response:	4	The	INEXOF	uses	a	strict	equality	operator	(===)	internally	and	nan	===	Nan	evaluates	the	false.	Since	Indexof	will	not	be	able	to	find	Nan	within	an	array,	it	returns	-1	always.	But	you	can	use	the	array.prototipe.findindex	method	to	find	out	the	Nan	index	in	an	array	or	you	can	use	array.prototype.	includes	to
check	if	Nan	is	present	in	an	array	or	not.	Let	the	numbers	=	[1,	2,	3,	4,	nan];	console.log	(numbers.	Findedex	(number.isnan));	//	4	console.log(Nan));	//	True	â¬	†	Back	to	top	23.	What	is	the	output	of	the	code	below	[A,	...	B,]	=	[1,	2,	3,	4,	5];	console.log	(a,	b);	1:	1,	[2,	3,	4,	5]	2:	1,	{2,	3,	4,	5}	3:	SyntaxError	4:	1,	[2,	3,	4]	Answer:	3	When	using	rest
parameters,	trailing	commas	arepermission	and	will	launch	a	sintaxerror.	If	you	remove	the	final	comma,	view	the	1st	reply	leaves	[A,	...	B]	=	[1,	2,	3,	4,	5];	console.log	(a,	b);	//	1,	[2,	3,	4,	5]	¬	†	Back	to	top	25.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	code	Async	Func	func	()	{return	10;	}	console.log	(func	());	1:	Promise	{<	satisfied}:	10}	2:	10	3:
SyntaxError	4:	Promise	{:	Answer:	1	ASYNC	functions	always	return	a	promise.	But	even	if	the	return	value	of	an	ASYNC	function	is	not	explicitly	a	promise,	it	will	be	implicitly	wrapped	in	a	promise.	The	function	above	Async	is	equivalent	to	below	the	expression,	func	function	()	{return	permit.	Resolve	(10)	Â¬	†	Back	to	the	beginning	26.	What	is	the
output	of	the	following	ASYNC	Func	code	()	{attend	10;	}	console.log	(func	());	1:	Promise	{<	satisfied}:	10}	2:	10	3:	SyntaxError	4:	Promise	{:	indefinite}	Answer:	4	The	reliable	expression	returns	value	10	with	the	deliberation	of	the	promise	and	code	after	each	expression	of	attention	can	be	treated	as	any	expression	existing	in	a	callback.	In	this
case,	there	is	no	return	expression	at	the	end	of	the	function.	Then,	the	default	return	value	of	indefinite	is	returned	as	a	resolution	of	the	promise.	The	function	of	Async	above	is	equivalent	to	below	the	expression,	func	func	()	{return	permit.	Resolve	(10)	.then	(()	=	>	undefined)}	â¬	†	Back	to	top	27.	What	is	the	output	of	the	delay	of	the	lower	code
function	(	)	{replacing	a	new	promise	(resolution	=>	settimeout	(resolution,	2000));	}	async	function	delayed	(article)	{continues	delay	();	console.log	(article);	}	Async	Function	ProcessArray	(Array.foreach)	{article	=>	{AWAITARE	RitardadedLog	(article);}	ProcessRarray	([1,	2,	3,	4]);	SyntaxError	2:	1,	2,	3,	4	3:	4,	4,	4,	4:	4,	4,	4,	4	4:	4,	3,	2,	1	Reply:
1	Although	“Processarray”	is	an	Async	function,	the	anonymous	function	we	use	foreach	is	synchronous.	If	you	use	it	reliably	within	a	synchronous	function,	it	generates	a	syntax	error.	â¬	†	Back	to	the	beginning	28.	What	is	the	output	of	the	delay	of	the	lower	code	function	()	{return	New	Promise	(resolution	=>	Settimicata	(resolution,	2000));	}
async	function	delayed	(article)	{continuate	delay	();	console.log	(article);	}	Async	Function	Process	(Array.foreach	(ASYNC	(article)	=>	{AWAITARE	RitardoDLOG	(article);	console.log	('process	completed!');	Process	([1,	2,	3,	5]);	1:	1	2	3	5	and	completed	process!	2:	5	5	5	5	and	completed	process!	3:	Process	completed!	and	5	5	5	5	4:	Process
completed!	and	1	2	3	5	Response:	4	The	Foreach	method	will	not	wait	until	all	items	are	completed,	but	only	the	activities	work	and	goes	on.	Then,	the	last	statement	is	displayed	before	followed	by	a	sequence	of	promised	resolutions.	But	you	can	controlof	array	using	for..of	cycle,	the	asynchronous	function	processArray	(array)	{for	(voce	const	array)
{await	delayedLog	(voice);	}	Console.log	('Process	completed!');	}	¬	Back	to	Top	29.	What	is	the	production	of	below	set	of	var	codes	=	new	set	();	.	Set.add	(	"+	0")	add	(-	0)	add	(NaN)	.add	(undefined)	.add	(NaN)	;.	console.log	(set);	1:	Set	(4)	{0",	"-0",	NaN,	indefinite}	2:	Set	(3)	{0",	NaN,	undefined}	undefined}Set	(5)	{""	+0	","	-0	",	NAN,	Indefinite,
NAN}	4:	SET	(4)	{"	+0	",	NAN,	undefined,	NAN}	Answer	Answer:	1	Set	has	few	exceptions	from	the	control	equality,	all	NAN	values	are	the	same	as	+0	and	-0	considered	as	different	values	â	€	â	€	return	to	the	beginning	30.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	code	Cond	Sym1	=	Symbol	("one");	CONST	Sym2	=	symbol	("one");	const	sym3	=
symbol.for	('two');	const	sym4	=	symbol.for	('two');	cnsooe.log	(sym1	===	sym2,	sym3	===	sym4);	1:	true,	true	2:	true,	false	3:	false,	true	4:	false,	false	response	response:	3	symbol	follows	the	following	conventions,	each	symbol	value	returned	by	the	symbol	()	is	unique	independently	of	the	optional	string.	Symbol.for	()	The	function	creates	a	symbol
on	a	global	registry	list.	But	it	does	not	necessarily	create	a	new	symbol	on	each	call,	check	first	if	a	symbol	with	the	date	key	is	already	present	in	the	registry	and	returns	the	symbol	if	it	is.	Otherwise	a	new	symbol	created	n	EL	Registry.	Note:	The	description	of	the	symbol	is	right	for	debugging	purposes.	Ã	¢	â	€	â	€	return	to	the	beginning	31.	What
is	the	output	of	the	following	code	Cond	Sym1	=	new	symbol	("one");	console.log	(SYM1);	1:	Syntaxerror	2:	One	3:	Symbol	(One	')	4:	Symbol	Answer	Answer:	1	Symbol	is	a	function	only	a	standard	function	and	not	a	manufacturer	of	objects	(unlike	other	new	Boolean	primitives,	new	string	and	new	number	).	So,	if	you	try	to	call	it	with	the	new
operator,	it	will	lead	a	TypeError	â	€	â	€	return	to	the	beginning	32.	What	is	the	output	of	the	lower	code	to	MyNumber	=	100;	Let	mystring	=	'100';	If	(!	TypeOF	MyNumber	===	"String")	{console.log	("is	not	a	string!");	}	else	{console.log	("is	a	string!");	}	If	(!	Typeof	mystring	===	"Number")	{console.log	("is	not	a	number!")}	else	{console.log	("is
a	number!");	}	1:	Syntaxerror	2:	It's	not	a	string!,	It's	not	a	number!	3:	It's	not	a	string!,	It's	a	number!	4:	It's	a	string!	Is	a	number!	Answer	Answer:	4	The	return	value	of	TypeOF	MyNumber	(O)	Typof	MyString	is	always	the	truth	value	(number	"number"	or	"string").	Since	when	!	The	operator	converts	value	to	a	boolean	value,	the	value	of	both!
TypeoF	MyNumumumum	or!	TypeoF	MyString	is	always	false.	So	the	condition	if	it	fails	and	the	control	goes	to	another	block.	Ã	¢	â	€	â	€	Back	to	top	33.	What	is	the	output	of	SOUND	CODE	CONSOLE.LOG	(JSON.STRINGIFY	({MyArray:	["One",	Indefinite,	Function	()	{},	Symbol	('')	]}));	console.log	(JSON.STRINGIFY	({symbol.PER	('One	")]:'	Uno	'},
[symbol.For	('	one	')]));	1:	{"	MyArray	":	["	one	",	indefinite,	{},	symbol]},	{}	2:	{"MyArray":	["ONE",	NULL,	NULL,	NULL]},	{}	3:	{"MyArray":	["one",	NULL,	NULL,	NULL	]},	"{[symbol.For	(one")]:	'Uno'},	[symbol.for	('one')]	"4:	{"	MyArray	":	['One',	undefined,	function	()	{	},	symbol	(')	{},	symbol	('	')]},	{}	Answer	Answer:	2	The	symbols	have	under
the	limits,	the	unfinished	functions,	and	the	symbols	are	not	valid	valid	JSON.	So	these	values	are	omitted	(in	a	or	modified	in	NULL	(in	an	array).	Then,	it	returns	null	values	for	the	value	array.	All	Symbol	properties	with	body	shop	will	be	completely	ignored.	Then	returns	an	empty	object	({}).	¬	Back	to	Top	34.	What?The	output	of	the	code	class
lower	than	{builder	()	{console.log	(new.target.name)}	Class	B	extends	to	{manufacturer	()	{SUPER	()}}	NEW	A	();	new	b	();	Answer:	2	Using	manufacturers,	New.Target	refers	to	the	manufacturer	(points	to	the	class	class	definition	that	is	initialized)	which	was	directly	invoked	by	new.	This	is	also	worth	the	case	if	the	manufacturer	is	in	a	mother
class	and	was	delegated	by	a	child	builder.	â¬	†	Back	to	top	35.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	code	code	[x,	...	y,]	=	[1,	2,	3,	4];	console.log	(x,	y);	1:	1,	[2,	3,	4]	2:	1,	[2,	3]	3:	1,	[2]	4:	SyntaxError	Answer:	4	launches	a	syntax	error	because	the	rest	element	should	not	have	a	comma	following.	You	should	always	consider	using	a	resting	operator	as
the	last	element.	â	†	Back	to	top	36.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	code	code	{A:	X	=	10,	B:	Y	=	20}	=	{A:	30};	console.log	(x);	console.log	(y);	1:	30,	20	2:	10,	20	3:	10,	undefined	4:	30,	unfinished	response:	1	The	owner	of	the	object	follows	the	following	rules,	the	own	properties	of	the	object	can	be	recovered	and	assigned	to	a	variable	with	a
name	Different	the	property	has	assigned	a	default	value	when	the	recovered	value	is	not	defined	â¬	†	returns	to	the	top	37.	What	is	the	output	of	the	lower	code	function	area	({Length	=	10,	width	=	20})	{	console.log	(length	*	width);	}	Area	();	1:	200	2:	Error	3:	not	defined	4:	0	Answer:	2	If	you	exit	the	right	side	assignment	for	the	described	object,
the	function	will	look	at	at	least	one	topic	to	be	provided	when	it	is	invoked.	Otherwise	you	will	receive	an	error:	it	is	not	possible	to	read	the	'length'	owner	'of	not	defined	as	mentioned	above.	You	can	avoid	the	error	with	one	of	the	following	changes,	pass	at	least	one	empty	object:	function	area	({length	=	10,	width	=	20})	{console.log	(Length	*
width);	}	Area	({});	Assign	the	default	empty	object:	function	area	({length	=	10,	width	=	20}	=	{})	{console.log	(Length	*	width);	}	Area	();	â¬	†	Back	to	top	38.	What	is	the	output	below	Code	CONST	PROPS	=	[{ID:	1,	name:	'john'},	{id:	2,	name:	'jack'},	{id:	3,	Name:	'Tom'}];	CONST	[,	{name}]	=	props;	console.log	(name);	1:	TOM	2:	Error	3:
Undefined	4:	John	Answer:	1	You	can	combine	the	array	and	object	decess.	In	this	case,	the	third	element	in	the	Matrix	objects	accesses	for	the	first	time	followed	by	property	ownership	in	the	object.	â¬	†	returns	to	the	top	39.	What	is	the	function	control	output	code	below	again	(num	=	1)	{console.log	(Type	of	num);	}	Checktype	();	Checktype
(undefined);	Checktype	(');	checkTipo	(	');	checkTipo	(null);	1:	number,	not	defined,	string,	object	2:	not	defined,	string,	object	3:	number,	number,	string,	object	4:	number,	number,	number,	number,	number,	number,	number,	number,	answer	number	3	If	l	'function	argument	is	implicitly	set	(not	to	exceed	argument)	or	explicitly	undefined,	the	of	the
topic	is	the	default	parameter.	Whereas	for	other	falsy	values	(''''	or	null),	the	value	of	the	argument	has	passed	as	a	parameter.	As	a	result,	the	result	of	function	calls	classified	as	below,	The	first	two	functions	call	the	type	of	log	number	since	theThe	default	value	is	the	number	of	values	"and	null	are	string	type	and	object	respectively.	â¬	†	Back	to
the	beginning	40.	What	is	the	output	of	Sound	Code	Function	Add	(element,	elements	=	[])	{elements.push	(element);	return	items;	}	console.log	(additional	('orange'));	console.log	(Add	('Apple'));	1:	['arancione'],	['arancione',	'Apple']	2:	['arancione'],	['Apple']	2	Since	the	default	argument	is	evaluated	at	the	time	of	the	call,	a	new	object	is	created	each
time	is	called	the	function.	Then,	in	this	case,	the	new	array	is	created	and	an	element	pushed	to	the	default	empty	array.	â¬	†	Back	to	top	41.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	function	of	the	greeting	code	(health,	name,	message	=	greeting	+	''	'''	'name)	{console.log	([health,	name,	message]);	Greetings	('hello',	'john');	say	hello,	'john',	'good
morning');	1:	SyntaxError	2:	['hello',	'John',	'Hello	John'],	['Hello',	'John',	'Good	morning!']	2	Since	the	parameters	defined	above	are	available	for	later	default	parameters,	This	code	snippet	does	not	throw	any	error.	â¬	†	Back	to	the	beginning	42.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	operation	of	the	external	code	(F	=	INNER	(ANNER)	{INNER
FUNCTION	()	{RETURN	'INNERN'}}	Outer	();	1:	ReferenceError	2:	Internal	Answer:	1	Functions	and	variables	stated	in	the	function	body	cannot	be	indicated	by	initialization	of	the	default	value	parameters.	If	you	still	try	to	access,	launch	a	run-time	referential:	I.e.	interior	is	not	defined).	â¬	†	Back	to	the	beginning	43.	What	is	the	output	of	the
following	function	of	the	MyFun	code	(X,	Y,	...	MOLTIMOREARGS)	{CONSOLE.LOG	(MANYMOREARGS)}	MyFun	(1,	2,	3,	4,	5);	myfun	(1,	2);	1:	[3,	4,	5],	undefined	2:	SyntaxError	3:	[3,	4,	5],	[3:	4,	4,	5],	[indefinite]	3	The	rest	parameter	is	used	to	contain	the	remaining	parameters	of	a	function	and	becomes	an	empty	array	if	the	topic	is	not	provided.
â¬	†	Back	to	top	44.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	code	CONST	OBJ	=	{'Key':	'Value'};	ARRAY	CONST	=	[...	obj];	console.log	(array);	1:	['Key',	'Value']	2:	TypeError	3:	[]	4:	2	Surver	Syntax	can	only	be	applied	to	Iterable	objects.	By	default,	objects	are	not	hydrateable,	but	become	Iterable	when	used	in	an	array	or	with	iteration	functions	like	map
(),	reduce	()	and	assign	().	If	you're	still	trying	to	do	this,	launch	TypeError	again:	Obj	is	not	an	idiot.	â¬	†	Return	to	the	beginning	45.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	function	of	the	code	*	mygenfunc	()	{	Yield	1;	yield	2;	yield	3;	}	var	myGenobj	=	new	mygenfunc;	console.log	(myGenobj.next	().	Value);	1:	1	2:	Undefined	3:	SyntaxError	4:	TypeError
Answer:	4	generators	are	not	building	type.	But	if	you	still	do,	there	will	be	a	mistake	saying	"TypeError:	myGenFunc	is	not	aÂ¬	back	to	top	46.	What	is	the	production	under	function	code	*	yieldandreturn	()	{yielding	1;	Return	2;	yield	3;	}	Var	mygenobj	=	yieldandreturn	()	console.log	(mygenobj.next	());	console.log	(mygenobj.next	());	console.log
(mygenobj.next	());	1:	{value:	1,	made:	false},	{value:	2,	made:	true},	{value:	undefined,	made:	true}	2:	{value:	1,	made:	false},	{value:	{value:	Done:	false},	{value:	not	defined,	made:	true}	3:	{value:	1,	made:	false},	{value:	2,	made:	true},	{value:	3,	made:	true}	4:	{value	:	1,	made:	false},	{value:	2,	made:	false},	{value:	3,	made:	true}	Answer:	1	a
return	statement	in	a	function	of	the	generator	will	finish	the	generator.	If	a	value	is	returned,	it	will	be	set	as	the	property	value	of	the	object	and	made	the	property	to	True.	When	a	generator	is	finished,	subsequently	()	calls	return	an	object	of	this	form:	{value:	not	defined,	made:	true}.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	code	code	mygenerator	=
(function	*	()	{yield	1;	efficiency	2;	yield	3;})	();	for	(constant	value	of	mygenerator)	{console.log	(value);	Break;	}	per	(constant	value	of	mygenerator)	{console.log	(value);	}	1:	1,2,3	and	1,2,3	2:	1,2,3	and	4,5,6	3:	1	and	1	4:	1	Answer:	1	4	The	generator	must	not	be	reused	once	the	Iterator	is	closed.	I.E.	Upon	exit	of	a	loop	(upon	completion	or	using
Pause	&	Return),	the	generator	is	closed	and	trying	to	iterating	above	it	again	does	not	produce	no	more	results.	Then,	the	second	ring	does	not	print	any	value.	â¬	†	returns	to	the	top	48.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	code	code	num	=	0o38;	console.log	(num);	Answer:	1	If	you	use	an	invalid	number	(out	of	range	0-7)	in	the	octal	literal,
JavaScript	will	get	a	syntaxerror.	In	ES5,	it	deals	with	the	octal	literal	as	a	decimal	number.	â	†	returns	to	the	top	49.	What	is	the	output	below	Code	Const	Squareobj	=	New	Square	(10);	console.log	(squoneobj.Area);	Class	Square	{manufacturer	(length)	{this.length	=	length;	}	Get	area	()	{Return	this.length;	}	Set	area	(value)	{this.Area	=	value;	}
Answer:	2	Unlike	function	statements,	class	statements	are	not	hoisted.	I.E,	first	you	need	to	declare	your	class	and	then	access	it,	otherwise	you	will	launch	a	referenceerror	"Uncaught	ReferenceError:	Square	is	not	defined".	Note:	Class	expressions	also	apply	to	the	same	pressure	restrictions	of	class	declarations.	â	†	returns	to	the	top	50.	What	is
the	output	of	the	function	below	Code	Person	()	{}	person.prototype.walk	=	function	()	{Return	this;	}	Person.run	=	function	()	{Return	this;	}	Let	User	=	New	Person	();	LET	WALK	=	user.walk;	console.log	(Walk	());	Let	Run	=	Person.run;	console.log	(Run	());	1:	Undefined	2:	Person,	Person	3:	Syntaxerro	Window	Answer	4	4	When	a	regular	or
prototype	method	is	called	without	a	value	for	this,	the	methods	return	an	initial	this	value	if	the	value	is	not	defined.	Otherwise	the	global	window	object	will	be	returned.	In	our	case,	this	initial	value	is	not	defined	so	that	both	methods	give	back	window	objects.	â¬	Back	to	Top	51.	What	is	the	output	of	the	lower	code	class	Vehicle	{manufacturer
(name)	{questo.name	=	name;	}	Start	()	{console.log	(	`$	{}	this.name	started	Vehicle	}	Auto	class	extends	vehicle	{Start	()	{console.log	($	{this.name}	Car	Start`);	super.start	();	}	Const	Car	=	New	Car	('BMW');	console.log	(car.start	());	1:	syntaxerror	2:	BMW	Vehicle	started,	BMW	Auto	car	3:	BMW	car	started,	BMW	Vehicle	started	4:	BMW	car
started,	BMW	Car	started	Answer	Answer:	3	The	super	keyword	is	used	to	call	methods	of	a	superclass.	Unlike	other	languages,	Super	Invocation	does	not	need	to	be	a	first	statement.	I.E,	the	statements	will	be	performed	in	the	same	order	as	the	code.	Â	€	â	€	return	to	the	beginning	52.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	Cost	Cost	User	=	{'EtÃ':
30};	User.age	=	25;	console.log	(user.age);	1:	30	2:	25	3:	Uncaught	TypeError	4:	SintaxError	Answer	Answer:	2	Although	we	used	constant	variables,	the	content	of	it	is	an	object	and	content	of	the	object	(propretÃ	E.g)	can	be	modified.	Therefore,	change	will	be	valid	in	this	case.	Ã	¢	â	€	â	€	Back	to	top	53.	What	is	the	output	of	SOUND	CODE
CONSOLE.LOG	('Ã	°	Ã¿	â	"¢,'	===	'Ã¿	â"	¢,');	Answer	Answer:	2	emojis	are	Unicodes	and	the	Unicode	for	the	smile	symbol	is	"U	+	1F642".	The	Unicode	comparison	of	the	same	emojies	is	equivalent	to	the	comparison	of	the	string.	So	the	release	is	always	true.	Â	€	â	€	return	to	the	beginning	54.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	code?	console.log
(Type	of	type	Sofyof	True);	1:	String	2:	Boolean	3:	NAN	4:	Number	Answer	Answer:	1	The	type	operator	on	any	primitive	returns	a	string	value.	Thus,	even	if	the	chain	of	operators	of	the	return	value	type	is	applied,	it	is	always	a	string.	Â	€	â	€	Back	to	top	55.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	code?	Leave	zero	=	new	number	(0);	if	(zero)
{console.log	("if");	}	else	{console.log	("Other");	}	1:	SE	2:	Else	3:	NAN	4:	SINTAXError	Answer	Answer:	1	The	type	of	operator	on	the	new	number	always	returns	the	object.	I.E,	typeof	new	number	(0)	->	Object.	Objects	are	always	truth	in	the	block	if	the	code	block	shown	above	always	passes	if	the	section.	Â	€	â	€	Back	to	top	55.	What	is	the	output
of	the	following	code	in	a	non-rigorous	mode?	Let	msg	=	"good	morning	!!";	msg.Name	=	"John";	console.log	(msg.name);	1:	""	2:	Error	3:	John	4:	Answer	Response	not	defined:	4	Returns	indefinite	for	the	non-rigorous	mode	and	returns	the	error	for	rigorous	mode.	In	a	rigorous	mode,	the	wrapper	object	will	be	created	and	obtained	the	property
mentioned.	But	the	object	has	disappeared	after	accessing	the	property	in	the	next	line.	Â	€	â	€	return	to	the	beginning	56.	What	is	the	output	of	the	following	code?	Let	the	account	=	10;	(Innerfunc	()	function	{if	(count	===	10)	{FAR	COUNT	=	11;	Console.log	(count);}	Console.log	(count);})	();	1:	11,	10	2,	11,	11	3,	10,	11	4,	10,	10	Answer	Answer:
1	11	and	10	registers	at	the	console.	The	Innerfunc	is	a	closure	that	captures	the	variable	counting	from	the	outerscope.	That	is,	10.	But	the	conditional	has	another	local	variable	count	that	overwrites	the	variable	Ourter	count.	So	the	first	console	displays.log	value	11.	whereas	the	second	console.log	records	10	capturing	the	count	variable	from
outerscope.	Â¬	Back	Top	Disclaimer	Expected	questions	In	this	repository	are	the	synthesis	of	frequently	asked	questions	through	numerous	companies.	We	cannot	guarantee	that	these	questions	will	actually	be	asked	during	the	interview	process,	and	you	should	not	focus	on	memorizing	all	of	them.	The	primary	purpose	is	for	you	to	get	a	sense	of
what	Companies	could	ask	for	â	€	"do	not	discourage	themselves	if	you	don't	know	the	answer	to	all	of	them	â	€	â	€"	that's	ok!	Good	luck	with	your	interview	Ðÿ~š	Page	2	You	can't	run	this	action	right	now.	You	signed	with	another	card	or	window.	Reload	to	update	the	session.	You	signed	in	another	card	or	window.	Reload	to	update	the	session.
session.
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